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Abstract
In pharmaceutical manufacturing practices, blending of active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) with excipients is a crucial step in that homogeneity of active ingredient after
blending is a key issue for the quality assurance of final products. Inadequate knowledge of
the interdependence between raw material properties and their impact on the blending process
often gives rise to product variance and failure and therefore higher manufacturing costs.
Since particles are the basic unit of powder flow, a fundamental understanding of the crucial
particle characteristics and particle interactions is essential for a good prediction and control
of the blending process.
In this work, inter-particle adhesion forces including van der Waals force, capillary
force and electrostatic force of lactose monohydrate and microcrystalline cellulose were
measured by the atomic force microcopy and other techniques. Their correlations with particle
properties and environmental variables were elucidated quantitatively through mathematical
modeling, and their impacts on powder blending homogeneity were investigated
experimentally. It was found that surface roughness, electrostatic surface charges, moisture
sensitivity as well as relative humidity are crucial parameters to determine inter-particle
adhesion forces. By controlling these factors, the inter-particle adhesion forces can be
optimized to improve final blend homogeneity. For instance, using excipient particles
processed with surface-smoothing method reduced the blending time to reach endpoint. It was
also found that enhancing electrostatic attractive interactions between excipient and API
particles resulted in better blend homogeneity. In addition, the mathematical force models
developed in this study allowed us to predict the magnitudes of inter-particle adhesion forces,
which can be later used as an important input parameter in simulating the powder blending
process of different scales.
The mechanistic knowledge of particle interactions and their dependence on particle
properties through this study provides a theoretical foundation for a successful linkage
between the micro-scale particle level and the macro-scale bulk powder flow behavior,
enhances process understanding, and opens opportunities for process improvement.
Thesis Supervisor: Charles L. Cooney
Title: Professor of Chemical & Biochemical Engineering
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Pharmaceutical manufacturing processes consist of a series of unit operations. In direct-
compression formulation of drug products, dry blending of active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API) with excipients is a crucial step in that homogeneity of active distribution after blending
is a key issue for the quality assurance of final products. Since 1993, a series of rules have
been set out to regulate the sampling and homogeneity of pharmaceutical blend,']. However,
due to the fact that the drug substance and excipients rarely demonstrate comparable particle
properties, the existing theory and mechanism of powder mixing has only limited applications
to various pharmaceutical systems. Most powder blending processes in industrial practices are
still based on trial-and-error and empirical approaches. In a recent report 2 3, lack of adequate
potency and/or content uniformity was cited as the primary reason for the recall of solid
dosage forms.
In fact, in pharmaceutical manufacturing practices, inadequate knowledge of the
interdependence between the raw material properties and their impact on the process
performance often gives rise to product failure and therefore longer time to market and higher
manufacturing cost. The importance of identifying and understanding relevant multi-factorial
relationships among material, manufacturing process, and environmental variables and their
effects on product quality was emphasized in the Process Analytical Technology (PAT)
initiative launched by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2004. It is also encouraged
by the FDA that in the future state of pharmaceutical manufacturing product and process
specifications are based on a mechanistic understanding of how formulation and process
[3]factors affect product performance
Since particles are the basic unit of powder flow, and the dry powder blending process is
essentially mutual interactions between numerous fine particles from a microscopic
perspective, a fundamental understanding of the crucial physical and chemical properties of
individual particles and their mutual interactions is critical for a good prediction and control
of the blending process. It has been confirmed in Domike and Ngai's work 4' 51 that, the
microscopic particle cohesion and friction interactions have close relationship with the
macroscopic bulk powder behaviors such as flowability and compressibility. It also showed
that, with particle cohesion and friction data as the main input parameters, the blending
kinetics can be simulated computationally. One limitation of their work, though, is that the
force data was purely obtained by experimentally measuring a small number of particles
without identifying the corresponding particle properties. The limited sample size is
insufficient to represent the whole particle population.
It is believed that a profound exploration of the mechanism of particle interactions and their
dependence on particle properties will provide a theoretical foundation for a successful
linkage between the micro-scale particle level and the macro-scale process performance. The
gained mechanistic knowledge can be applied to enhance process understanding and facilitate
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Figure 1-1 Illustration of relationship between particle properties,
particle interactions and process performance
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Powder blending theory
Powder blending phenomena have been extensively studied for decades. In early times, the
study was mainly focused on non-cohesive particulate system. The concept of randomized
mixing was put forward for the operation which was carried out with particles of the same
material, with identical size, shape, surface texture and no interaction between the particles or
between the particles and the container[61, for example, mixing of particles of sand or glass
beads, distinguished only by color. Hogg 7 3 has described the kinetics of the mixing process of
two identical powders using the equation of diffusion. In such a system, there will be an equal
probability of a particle of either ingredient being found at any particular position in the
mixture.
Other than the non-cohesive randomized mixing, the performance of a powder composed of
fine particles is often determined by the relative importance of the inter-particle forces to the
gravitational forces acting upon the interacting particles. Because of these attraction forces,
fine particles are highly sticky, cohesive and have poor flowabilily, resulting in poor particle
mobility and a powder with high structural strength which increases with compaction. The
bulk flow in this case is described as cohesive or 'stick-slip' flowE61 . When inter-particle
forces of either attraction or repulsion are introduced within the mixtures, the mixing of
cohesive powders becomes complex and cannot be explained fully by simple random mixing
theory. This type of mixing is best described by ordered mixing 6 . The rate of ordered mixing
follows first-order kinetics, since the rate of mixing is proportional to the number of fine
particles remaining to adhere onto the larger particles. For a given particulate system, the rate
of mixing will be proportional to the concentration of unmixed fine particles['1 . Ordered
systems can only be achieved in the case of 'ordered adhesion' where an identical number of
mono-sized fine particles must adhere to each individual particle of a mono-sized carrier. In
some literature it is suggested that particles below 100 ptm are nearly always cohesive;
particles above 400 prm are generally free-flowing. The presence of particles of less than 100
pm in a wide distribution of particles of larger sizes may make the whole powder cohesiveE91 .
The quality of a mixture is usually measured by the standard deviation of the concentration of
some constituent in the mixture. In a randomized mixing, the mixing homogeneity will obey
the laws of probability and will be governed by the pure statistical distribution of the
components. The theoretical standard deviation o can be calculated asp10 :
o-R X -X)(1.2-1)
n
where X is the proportion of one ingredient and n is the total number of particles in the blend.
Traditionally the terms ordered (a<cR), random ((aO=R) and incomplete (a>aR) are in use to
define the level of homogeneity' 1 . For a mixture formed by adhesion of cohesive fine
particles to coarser carrier particles, the sample standard deviation s is the method of choice
used as a measure of the mixture's homogeneity, expressed as[12 ]:
S = ' (1.2-2)
n -l
where X is the concentration of the minor component in each of the n spot samples taken
from the mixture and X is the average of all X values. Sometimes the coefficient of variation
(s/X) is also used to investigate the mixture's homogeneity of cohesive powders.
In industry the specification for the required state of mixing consists of a sample size (scale of
scrutiny), limits on the percentage of the component present in the samples and the frequency
with which samples must lie within these limits. The means is by taking samples from various
spots in the assembly, assaying these, and judging the degree of mixing by way of comparing
the results with the theoretical mean, x, of the mixture, and the standard deviation["]. For a
particular product, a 'scale of scrutiny' is defined as "that maximum size of regions of
segregation in the mixture which would cause it to be regarded as imperfectly mixed"14 1 . It
fixes the scale of the sample size at which the mixture should be examined. In pharmaceutical
industry, the sample size should be comparable to a dosage unit (e.g. the weight of a tablet).
In examining the quality of a mixture by extracting samples the reliability of the result
depends on the number of samples taken. The larger the number of samples the better the
estimate. From a statistical point of view, the number of samples should be no less than 20,
preferably 3010I. Another important point is the selection of the point at which samples are
collected. In some cases segregation takes place in emptying a mixer or in the subsequent
handling of the mixture. In industry the interest is in the quality of the mixture leaving the
mixer, and in general samples should be obtained from the outlet streamf'5 l.
The degree of homogeneity required for pharmaceutical final blend has been underlined in a
court decision, United States vs. Barr Laboratories, known as the Barr Decision. Assuming
the distribution of tablet contents to be normal, then content variations of all (or 99.7%, using
the 3x standard deviation level) individual samples should lie within ten percent of the desired
compositionfl6 l.
1.2.2 Particle interaction force and its measurement
Unlike free-flowing systems, the excipients and active particulate ingredients used in drug
solid dosage forms are mostly on the scale of microns, cohesive powders. Particles interact
with each other throughout all the powder handling process from comminution, through
mixing and compaction, to storage, due to the ubiquitous attraction and/or repulsion forces.
Particle interactions can be broadly classified into two classes, namely cohesive and adhesive.
Cohesion usually refers to interactions between particles of the same chemical structure and
of similar particle size, whereas adhesion refers to interactions between particles of different
materials[6 . Either cohesion or adhesion becomes significant when the dimensions of the
pharmaceutical powders are small enough that the gravitational forces acting upon these
particles are negligible. For the sake of simplicity, these two types of interactions are not
distinguished strictly in this paper. Inter-particle frictional interaction, although playing an
important role in particle movement, is usually a function of cohesion force and will not be
addressed here.
Bulk powder properties, such as flowability, mixing, aggregation, dispersion, compression
and drug dissolution, are affected by the particle-particle interaction between solids. Due to its
importance, research on particle cohesion interaction has drawn more and more attention in
recent years. Various techniques have been developed and applied in the particle cohesion
measurements. For instance, centrifugal detachment and electrical field detachment17 ]
characterized cohesive force distribution of bulk powders with the aid of centrifugal forces or
electric fields; Vibration method1' 8l was applied to quantify the cohesive forces between a
particle and a vertical vibrating wall; and direct separation method 191 was used to measure the
cohesive force between single particles with a resolution of approximately 2 nN.
Compared to the methods mentioned above, the atomic force microscope (AFM) is a more
powerful tool to investigate the interactions between individual particles. It has been widely
used in pharmaceutical research by virtue of its ability to determine high-resolution surface
morphology and to sense intermolecular forces with high sensitivity. In such experiments the
deflection of an AFM cantilever is recorded as it approaches and retracts from the surface.
With knowledge of the cantilever stiffness, cantilever deflections can be converted to force
data using Hooke's law. This allows the cohesion forces to be determined.
AFM was used to investigate the interaction forces between individual particles qualitatively
as well as quantitatively, e.g. cohesion force between two single silica aerogel powder
particles 0 , or between a single particle of crystalline lactose and a tablet of lactose . It has
also been applied in the dry powder inhaler (DPI) studies to measure the interaction between a
lactose (carrier) particle and a zanamivir (drug) crystal2 21 , and between a drug particle and a
substrate of different materials 2 3]. The measured inter-particle forces are generally in the
magnitude of nanonewtons.
Generally speaking, particle cohesion force consists of three force components: van der Waals
force, capillary force and electrostatic force. Several theories have been developed to describe
each force component. However, most of them are based on the model of ideal smooth
surfaces and failed to be extended to pharmaceutical particle system. In addition, although
previous studies provided valuable information of the magnitudes of forces between micron-
sized particles, none of them discussed systematically the factors which affect the cohesion
forces, and few examined the relative contributions of individual force components including
van der Waals force, capillary force and electrostatic force in their experiments. Ouyang 24]
presented a method to measure these three forces separately for lamellar materials such as
mica and graphite, which is, unfortunately, unsuitable for pharmaceutical powder systems due
to the distinct solubility. In this work we investigated the role of each force component in
particle cohesion interactions experimentally and theoretically. The results are presented in
the following chapters.
1.3 Objectives
The ultimate goal of the proposed work is to gain a fundamental understanding of the
relationship between particle properties and particle interactions as well as their effects on the
pharmaceutical powder blending process. Specifically, the objectives are:
" Elucidate the crucial particle characteristics and environmental factors that affect
particle cohesion forces
e Determine the relative importance of individual force components contributing to
particle cohesion interactions
" Establish theoretical force models to quantitatively correlate the particle cohesion
interactions with particle properties and environmental factors
" Experimentally investigate the impacts of particle properties and particle cohesion on
the powder blending homogeneity
1.4 Research Methodology
The proposed work consists of theoretical and experimental parts. The experimental work
includes particle characterization, particle cohesion force measurement and pharmaceutical
blend uniformity analysis. In terms of particle characterization, the particle size, shape,
surface morphology, surface roughness, hygroscopicity and the electrostatic charging property
were measured by means of microscopy and other techniques. Meanwhile, the cohesion
interaction between individual particles was measured by the atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and the electric force microscopy (EFM). By controlling the experimental conditions, the
contribution of each force component including van der Waals force, capillary force and
electrostatic force to the total cohesion force were evaluated. The blending experiments were
conducted with different types of blenders and under controlled conditions. The blend kinetics
was monitored in real time by the light induced fluorescence (LIF) and the blend homogeneity
was analyzed off-line by the UV spectroscopy. The impact of characterized particle properties
on particle cohesion forces and powder blending performance were investigated in both
micro-scale particle level and macro-scale bulk powder level. On the other hand, the
mathematical models were established through MALAB code to quantitatively describe each
force component as a function of the particle properties and the environmental conditions.
The next three chapters described the measurement and the modeling of van der Waals force,
capillary force and electrostatic force, respectively, followed by chapters which presented the
impacts of particle properties and particle interactions on blending process. The framework
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2 Measurement and modeling of inter-particle van
der Waals Force
2.1 Introduction
van der Waals force, also known as dispersive force, is essentially electrostatic, arising from
the dipole field of an atom 'reflected back' by a second atom that has been polarized by this
field. It plays a central role in particle adhesions for it is present under all environmental
conditionsN. For fine particles, it is expected to be a dominant force contributing to the
particle cohesion under low humidity conditions. For two spherical, incompressible particles,
the van der Waals force can be calculated as 2 3 :
F- =A R1R2FdW=H- R 1 R2  (2.1-1)*d, 6H|2 R, +R2
where A is the Hamaker constant; R, and R2 are the radii of the two particles, respectively;
and Ho is the distance between the two particles. The formula is applicable only if the radii of
the particles are much larger than the separation distance.
From the equation (2.1-I) it can be seen that the van der Waals force increases proportionally
with particle size. Meanwhile, the van der Waals force decreases as a function of increased
distance of separation between the particles. Hence, any means of increasing this distance
would reduce the force. As a matter of fact, the van der Waals force between molecules
decays so rapidly with distance that it is essentially a contact force only.
Due to its intrinsic short-range characteristic, van der Waals (vdW) force is very sensitive to
the surface morphology variation of particles. The nanoscale surface roughness of micron-
sized particles may lead to several order of magnitude decreases in vdW force value
compared to that of perfectly smooth particles of the same size. For example, for micron-sized
particles, the van der Waals force calculated based on the equation (2.1-1) is in the range of
10-6 Newton. However because of the existence of nanoscale asperities on the particle surface,
the actual van der Waals force may go down to a few nanoNewtons. Real particle surfaces are
rarely ideally smooth. When particles have small surface asperities, typical contacts from the
rough particle presents a smaller radius of curvature to the surface and the radii of the
asperities may determine the van der Waals force . In a study on packing of dry fine spheres
where the dominant force is the van der Waals force, it was found that there is a significant
decrease in dry adhesion force for a variety of surfaces with only an increase of surface
roughness of a nanometer or two".
One of the most commonly used models of van der Waals force taking account of the effect of
surface roughness is Rumpf's model[51, which is based on contact of a single hemispherical
asperity centered at the surface and interacting with a much larger spherical particle along a
line normal to the surface connecting their centers, as shown schematically in Figure 2-1.
Ho
Figure 2-1 A Schematic of Rumpf's model for the Interaction between a particle and a rough surface
The model consists of two terms that describe the total van der Waals interaction. The first
represents the interaction of the adhering particle in contact with the asperity, while the
second describes the 'noncontact' force between the adhering particle and the flat surface
separated by the height of the asperity. The equation is in the form of:
A R r H 2Fa = [_+ *2] (2.1-2)
6H 2 r+R (HO+r)2
where R is the radius of the adhering particle, r is the radius of the asperity, Ho is the
separation distance.
Based on Rumpf's formula, Rabinovich proposed a modified model to describe the interaction
between a spherical particle and a surface with nanoscale roughness61 . When the surface
roughness is fairly small, the radius of the asperity actually increases. In this case, the center
of the asperity must be located some distance below the surface. Consequently, the height of
the asperity and its breadth are both incorporated in the model.
F AR [ (2.1-3)
"d 6H [1+58R rms /A2 (1+1.817rms / H)2
Where A is the peak-to-peak distance between two asperities, and rms is the value obtained
directly from the AFM measurement to represent the surface roughness.
Rabinovich's model is applicable only if X>>14.5rms, which means that the model is not
suitable for high aspect ratio or jagged surfaces. Besides, the model did not take account of
the surface roughness of the adhering particle. These limitations make it inaccurate to
describe the interaction between two rough particles, in which case, the surfaces of both
particles are covered with asperities and interact with multiple contact points due to the
irregular surface morphologies.
As mentioned above, for particles of rough surfaces, nanoscale roughness turns out to be a
critical parameter in quantifying van der Waals force. The characterization of particle surface
roughness is thus a requisite step for the study of inter-particle van der Waals force. In this
research it was implemented by the advanced microscopy techniques. The method will be
described in the next section, followed by the experimental measurement and the modeling of
the van der Waals force between two particles with rough surface.
2.2 Characterization of particle surface morphologies
2.2.1 Qualitative description of particle surface morphology by ESEM
With the aid of the Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM), the size and the
shape of one or more micron-sized particles can be observed clearly under the microscope.
Figure 2-2 shows the ESEM pictures of microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) particles obtained
from two sources: Celphere* (Asahi Kasei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and Avicelo (FMC
Corporation, Delaware, USA). The two types of particles have quite different shapes and
surface morphologies despite the same material. Celphere* displays a smoother particle
surface and more spherical particle shape than Avicel*. To reduce the variation caused by the
shape effect, Celphere* was used in our experiments. In the following chapters the general
term MCC refers to MCC Celphere*, if not stated otherwise.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2-2 ESEM pictures of MCC particles: (a) Celphere; (b) Avicel*
In addition, qualitative information on the particle surface roughness also can be obtained
from the ESEM pictures. As shown in Figure 2-3, the surface morphologies of four particles
of different materials were displayed in detail in ESEM images. In contrast to relatively
smooth surfaces of glass bead and polystyrene bead (Duke Scientific Corp., California, USA),
pharmaceutical particles such as MCC and lactose (Pharmatose* DCL1 1, DMV International,
the Netherlands) have rough surfaces fully covered by small and large asperities. It was
observed from the ESEM image that lactose has much rougher surfaces than MCC.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2-3 ESEM pictures of a single particle of: (a) glass bead; (b) polystyrene bead; (c) MCC; (d) lactose
2.2.2 Quantitative description of particle surface roughness by AFM
AFM allows measurements of the surface profiles at the nanometer scale. In this research we
utilized a Multimode AFM (Nanoscope* IIla, Digital Instruments, California, USA) in its
contact mode, where the probe's tip scans across the surface of a single particle to map the
surface topography. A bare triangular silicon nitride cantilever (DNP-20, Veeco Probes,
California, USA) was chosen as the probe because it is robust and relatively inexpensive.
The AFM surface imaging was made for individual particles of different materials. The AFM
scanning area is 7x7 pm for glass bead and polystyrene bead and 5x5 Pm for MCC and
lactose. The scan rate is 1 Opm/s. A relatively high gain value is set to get height images of
higher resolution. For each particle, three repeated measurements were conducted at three
different spots on the surface.
From the 2-D AFM height images of the scanned surface area, the corresponding surface
profile along an arbitrary scan line can be displayed (see Figure 2-4).
(a
(b
Figure 2-4 AFM height images of a lactose particle:
(a) 2-D surface topography; (b) Section analysis of the surface profile
In addition, to view the surface feature in a more intuitive way, the 2-D map can be converted
to a 3-D image. Figure 2-5 shows the 3-D AFM surface images of four different particle
materials. The difference in the degree of surface roughness of four particles corresponded
well with our observation in Figure 2-3. All the 3-D images were scaled to the same Z (height)
dimension and flattened to avoid the surface curvature effect.
To quantitatively describe the roughness of the surface, the AFM height image was analyzed
by the Nanoscope HI software off-line. Generally particle surface roughness includes two
attributes: roughness heights and lateral dimensions. Lateral dimension describes how
frequently the surface height changes[71 , while roughness heights were used to represent
surface roughness. These include arithmetic mean surface roughness, root mean square
roughness, average peak to valley height between five highest peaks and five deepest valleys
within the sampling length, and skewness. Among them the root mean square (RMS) value is




where Zi is the height value at point i and N is the number of points within the analyzed
surface area. In a typical AFM surface image, N is set as 128x 128. A higher value of 256x256





Figure 2-5 AFM 3-D surface image of (a) glass bead ; (b) polystyrene bead ; (c) MCC particle ; (d) lactose
particle
Other than the RMS value, additional information was collected from the AFM surface
images with respect to asperity shape, asperity size and asperity density distribution. By
drawing a height contour map with MATLAB, we estimated the maximum length of the
projection of each asperity on the surface, which was denoted as the asperity diameter, and the
ratio of the area occupied by asperities to the total scanned area, denoted as the fractional
coverage. One typical height contour of the particle surface is shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6 Height contour of a scanned lactose particle surface
As a result, the surface roughness, the asperity size and the asperity distribution over the scan
area were characterized. All this information put together gave us a more complete depiction
of the particle surface morphology. Table 2-1 listed those parameters derived from the AFM
image analysis of particle samples of different materials. All the values are the average of
three repeated measurements from one single particle. In addition to the sample particles, the
surface roughness of the particle adhered on the tip was also measured in the same way.
Table 2-1 Typical parameters characterizing the particle surface morphology
Material Particle Diameter RMS Asperity Diameter Fractional
(pm) (nm) (pm) coverage
Glass bead 70 12±1 0.4±0.1 0.2
Polystyrene bead 30 3±1 0.4±0.1 0.1
Polystyrene bead 280 37±6 0.5±0.2 0.5
MCC 100 70±7 0.8±0.2 0.3
Lactose DCL 11 108 96±20 1.3±0.2 0.7
Lactose DCL22 84 118±10 0.7±0.2 0.8
2.3 Measurement of inter-particle van der Waals force
2.3.1 Tip and sample preparation
Triangular silicon nitride cantilever (DNP-20, Veeco Probes, California, USA) was used for
the AFM force measurement. Using the AFM piezotube as the micromanipulator, the
cantilever was dipped into a tiny droplet of epoxy resin adhesive gently, then brought into
contact with a single particle lying on the sample plate and held in air for about 5 minutes till
the glue got dry. Care must be taken for the amount of glue used in the tip preparation to
prevent the particle surface from undesired contamination. The ESEM pictures of particle-
adhered cantilevers were shown in Figure 2-7.
Figure 2-7 ESEM pictures of a single lactose particle (left) and a single MCC particle (right)
adhered on an AFM cantilever
In order to convert the AFM data to the real force values, the cantilever stiffness must be
known beforehand. In this work the normal spring constant of each cantilever was
experimentally determined by the Molecular Force Probe (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara,
CA) prior to the adhesion of any particle to the tip. The instrument analyzes the time average
of the thermally excited vibration amplitude of the cantilever, which is proportional to the
normal spring constant. The thermal fluctuation was measured three times for each cantilever.
The average and standard deviations of the spring constant for each cantilever were achieved.
The spring constant values of cantilevers used in the measurement are in the range of 0.34-
0.49 N/m.
10-15 sample particles were randomly picked up from the powder population with a sterile
disposable needle (Products CO. Inc., Vineland, NJ, USA) under an optical microscopy, and
then fixed onto a sample plate with a double-side tape. All the selected sample particles were
labeled in order for the convenience of later surface roughness measurement and force
measurement.
All the prepared cantilevers and the sample particles to be measured were stored in a vacuum
desiccator with P205 as desiccant for a couple of days before the measurement. The
temperature and the relative humidity inside the chamber are 22*C and 5%, respectively. This
storage step is meant to minimize the electrostatic charges on the surface and to eliminate the
water vapor absorption on the surface.
2.3.2 Force measurement by the AFM
The force measurement between two individual particles was implemented by a multimode
AFM (Nanoscope* II1a, Digital Instruments, California, USA) in force volume mode. The
particle-adhered tip moves into contact with one single particle at regular intervals across the
scanning area. One pair of approach and retract force curves were captured at each contact. As
shown in Figure 2-8(a), the raw data exported directly from the AFM data file reflects the tip
deflection variation with the movement of the piezo position for all the 128 intervals on one
single sample line. Given the sensitivity of deflection, the Z size range, the spring constant
and all other necessary information in the parameter list of the AFM data file, the raw data
can then be converted mathematically to the actual force value versus the tip-to-sample
distance, as shown in Figure 2-8(b). The difference between the lowest point and the non-
contact region of the retract force curve represents the cohesion force, also called the
separation or pull-off force, between the two particles. In the force volume mode, an array of
1 6x 16 cohesion force data were collected over a scanning area of 5 x5 Pm in one
measurement. For each pair of particles, three repeated measurements were conducted at three
different spots on the particle surface. The reported inter-particle force is the average of these
16x16x3 = 768 data points. The reported standard deviation refers to the 3 repeated
measurements, if not stated otherwise.
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Figure 2-8 Typical approach and retract force curves between a single lactose particle and another lactose
particle adhered on a silicon nitride cantilever, drawn: (a) directly from the AFM raw data regarding the
tip deflection (LSB) of all the 128 data pointed collected on one single scan line; (b) from the converted
data regarding the actual inter-particle force (nN) variation with the tip-to-sample distance (nm).
To exclude the effect of capillary force during the measurement, the AFM experiments were
carried out in a humidity-controlled chamber. The relative humidity inside the chamber was
kept at 2% or less by dry nitrogen gas. The effect of electrostatic force also is neglected in our
experiments, assuming the electrostatic charges on the particle surface, if there is any, have
been dissipated sufficiently during the sample storage period before each measurement. As a
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matter of fact, no obvious evidence of presence of electrostatic force such as the distortion of
the curve shape was found from the captured approach force curves.
Particle interactions of five different materials were investigated in our experiments. The five
materials were glass beads, polystyrene beads, lactose DCL 1l, lactose DCL22 and MCC. For
each material, both surface roughness measurement and force measurement were conducted
on 7-10 sample particles.
2.4 Modeling of inter-particle van der Waals force
In previous studies, different models have been put forward to illuminate the effect of surface
roughness on the van der Waals (vdW) force. Most of them are mainly focused on the
interaction between a sphere and a rough substrate. Rabinovich and his colleagues depicted
surface roughness as close-packed hemispherical asperity caps and troughs with their centers
below the surface 61 . Unfortunately the model is valid only for surfaces with small asperity
amplitude and sparse asperity distribution. Meanwhile, it fails to account for the possibility of
multiple contact points and the deformation occurring at the contact region. As shown in the
work done by Beach et al 81, the adhesion force between pharmaceutical particles with
irregular geometry and rough polymeric surfaces is underestimated using Rabinovich's model
when deformation at the interface is not negligible. In Forsyth's work, the effects of the
asperity and the deformation on the vdW force of a particle to a wall were discussed.19 3
However, the simplified model in which the asperity was depicted as a small sphere
intersected with the large spherical particle always overestimates the force. An absorbed layer
model was built based on Lifshitz's theory by Gotzinger et al.1 03, in which the thickness of the
absorbed water layer on the surface had to be incorporated as a fitting parameter to predict the
metal particle-substrate vdW interactions.
Inspired by Cooper's work[' 121, a model is developed in our study to simulate the interaction
between two individual particles with rough surfaces. The vdW force between two particles is
predicted by the model and the correlation between the vdW force and the particle
characteristics investigated.
The basic procedures for our model simulation involve generating two surfaces with specific
asperity properties and calculating the vdW force between the two surfaces in contact with
each other by the surface element integration method. All the modeling work is implemented
using a MATLAB code developed by our lab. The details of the algorithm are described
below.
2.4.1 Simulation of particle surfaces with defined roughness
One disadvantage of all the force models noted above is that the morphological
heterogeneities are not well characterized due to the oversimplification of asperity size and
shape. In reality the surface morphologies of the actual particles are often very irregular and
complicated. To improve the predictability of the force model, it is critical to make the
simulated particle surface morphology close to the real case.
Various approaches for modeling surface roughness have been proposed. Recently,
Eichenlaub compared three different methods to simulate particle surface roughness["]. Each
method has its advantages and disadvantages. In fractal method some parameters are difficult
to determine and must be assumed, which limits its application. The fast Fourier transform
method seems to be the most accurate way to reproduce a rough surface, at the cost of the
complicated algorithm. Compared to these two methods, hemispherical asperity method is fast
and simple, although it requires well-defined asperity characteristics and fails to simulate
asperities with complex shapes. The roughness model Cooper developed in the earlier stage
represented asperities as hemispheres with constant radius and uniform spacing around a
sphere 14 ]. Later Bhattacharjee and his coworkers developed a new model in which rough
surfaces are generated by randomly placing hemispherical asperities on a smooth planar
surface, given the mean size and the density of the asperities 15 ]. The same idea was used for
reference in our work to simulate the particle surface roughness.
First of all, the contact regions of the two particles were simulated as two circular plates,
respectively. Each plate had a defined diameter equivalent to the scan size in the AFM
measurement, which, in our experiments, was 5 pm. Since the scan size is comparatively
small to the whole particle diameter (>70 pim), it is reasonable to neglect the effect of
curvature.
Subsequently, the asperities were simulated as oblate hemispheroids with the center located
on the planar surface. Two parameters were used to define the size of one spheroid: the
diameter of the bottom area and the height of the asperity peaks. As described in Section 2.2.2,
the asperity diameter and the asperity height of each particle were determined from the AFM
measurement, so was the fractional coverage of the asperities on the surface. Assuming that
the diameters of all the asperities on a single particle are normally distributed, we can
generate an array of random numbers given the mean and the standard deviation of the
asperity diameter. Likewise we can get another array of random numbers to represent the
distribution of asperity height on the particle surface. In the simulation, each hemispheroid
was generated through picking one asperity diameter value and one asperity height value from
these two arrays respectively. All the simulated hemispheroids are positioned randomly on the
surface in such a way that only a maximum of 20% overlapping is allowed between any two
hemispheroids. Every time when one asperity is located, the fractional coverage of the surface
area was calculated. The placement of the new hemispheroids continues till the fractional
coverage attains the given value. The surface image of a real lactose particle and the
simulated surface based on the measured asperity characteristics are shown in Figure 2-9 (a)
and (b).
To mimic the interaction between two particles, another rough surface was generated in the
same way. The two simulated surfaces were placed some distance in between, with the
hemispheroid asperities on each surface facing each other, as shown in Figure 2-10.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2-9 Surface images of: (a) actual lactose particle surface; (b) simulated particle surface;
Figure 2-10 Illustration of two simulated particle surfaces getting into contact
2.4.2 Calculation of van der Waals force by surface element integration
method
The generated two rough surfaces were both segmented into numbers of volume elements.
Each element is a cylinder whose diameter is only one thousandth of the surface diameter.
The length of each cylinder Li and the distance between two opposite cylinders D, are varied
with the surface morphological profile, as shown in Figure 2-11. The vertical distance
between the two surfaces H is determined in such a way that the minimum distance between
any pair of opposite elements Din is 0.4 nm (atomic distance). As a consequence, at least one
single point of contact is found and the two rough surfaces are considered to be in contact
with each other.
Di Di Di Di
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Figure 2-11 Schematic of surface element segmentation between two rough surfaces
The vdW force between two rough particles consists of two components. One is the
contribution from asperity-asperity interaction and the other from surface-surface interaction.
In our simulation, to quantify the asperity-asperity interaction force, the surface element
integration method is applied, i.e., the vdW force of each individual cylinder element to the
opposite surface is calculated and summed. Due to the morphological heterogeneity of the
two surfaces, there are four possible cases during the calculation, schematically shown in
Figure 2-11: (1) both elements are located at areas without any asperities; (2) only the element
at the upper surface is located within a hemispheroid; (3) only the element at the bottom
surface is located within a hemispheroid; (4) both elements are located within a hemispheroid
at their respective surfaces. In the first case, the length of each element becomes zero and the
interaction is thus attributed later to the surface-surface interaction part. In case 2 and 3, since
the diameter of the element is much smaller than the length scale of the whole planar surface,
the vdW force between the element and the opposite surface is simplified as the vdW force
between a cylinder and an infinite plane. The force equation is expressed as:
F .- (2.4-1)element= 3 (2D, )3 (2D, + L,)] (
where A is the Hamaker constant of the particle material, ro is the radius of the cylinder, Di is
the distance between the cylinder i and the opposite surface, L, is the height of the cylinder
itself.
In the last case, the force equation is the same as in case 2 and 3. The only difference is that
D, is defined as the distance between the two cylinders, and Li is the larger one of the height
values of the two cylinder elements. The longer cylinder was chosen as the integration
element because its height value is more representative of asperity effect in the sense of
surface roughness.
In the calculation, the values of ro, D, and Li were determined based on the simulated surface
asperity profile. The Hamaker constant value of different materials was found from literatures
and listed in Table 2-2. The detailed measuring approach of each cited data was not addressed
in the literatures. Generally the Hamaker constant is calculated from Litshitz theory using full
spectra data of the material in vacuum, or calculated using force vs. separation data from
surface force apparatus and atomic force microscopy studies2 .
Table 2-2 Hamaker constant of different materials
Material Glass Polystyrene Lactose MCC
A (1020 J) 6.5h16] 7.911/1 7.2L 1 18.5
The surface-surface interaction can be calculated directly by the equation for ideal sphere-
sphere interaction, as shown below.
F - - RR 2  (2.4-2)"dw 6=_H| R1 +R2
where R1, R2 are the radii of the two spherical particles, respectively; H is the distance
between the two particles. In our model H equals to the distance between the two generated
surfaces.
The total vdW force between the two rough particles can be expresses as:
Fv = Fement + F,_ (2.4-3)
case2,3,4
If the two surfaces are perfectly smooth, the vdW force is completely dependent on the
surface-surface interaction. In the presence of asperities, the surface-surface interaction will
decrease dramatically with the increase of the asperity height because of the enlarged H value.
The asperity-asperity interaction will become dominant accordingly.
The area of the actual contact region between the two particles is another important parameter
to affect the vdW force. However, it is difficult to precisely measure the actual contact area
which, as studied in previous work, depends on the applied load, the modulus of elasticity of
the material, and the surface roughness. To simplify the problem, here we use Hertz's theory
to identify the apparent contact area Ac between two interacting spherical particles that
undergo elastic deformation without considering the asperity contact effect:
A = 0r[0.75 dd 2 F ( + A2 /3 (2.4-4)d,+d 2  El E2
Where d, and d2 are the diameters of two particles respectively; F, is the pull-off force
measured by AFM; El and E2 are the Young's modulus of the two particles, respectively; p
and p2 are the poisson ratios of the two particles. The values of both Young's modulus and
poisson ratio of different materials were obtained from the literatures and are listed in Table
2-3.
Table 2-3 Young's modulus and poisson ratio of different materials
Material Glass 201  Polystyrene 11  Lactose 22) MCC
Young's modulus (GPa) 71 4.7 3.57 251231
Poisson ratio 0.22 0.33 0.12 030P41
In fact, the contact surface area and the interaction force applied on the contact point affect
each other simultaneously. Contact area will be enlarged upon a higher interaction force and
in turn the interaction force will elevate with a larger contact area. Since the contact area and
the vdW force are the two variables coupled with each other, and neither of them is known
before the calculation, a loop is used in our simulation, starting with an initial value of contact
radius equal to the scan size. If the calculated force value and the contact area do not satisfy
Equation (2.4-4), the contact area value is updated and the vdW force recalculated till the
code converges.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Comparison between the calculated and the measured van der
Waals force
To test the validity of the proposed vdW force model, the van der Waals forces calculated
from the proposed model were compared with the force data measured from AFM
experiments.
For a pair of particles in contact with each other, the surface morphology of each particle was
firstly characterized by the AFM prior to the AFM force measurement. The corresponding
particle asperity characteristics were input into the MATLAB code as parameters. The rough
surfaces were generated computationally with random asperity distributions based on the
given asperity features and renewed every time when the code was run. To be more
representative of the real case, the code was run 30 times repeatedly for each pair of particles.
Each time the vdW force was calculated by integrating the new simulated surface. In the end,
the average and the standard deviation of this 30 calculated vdW force values were obtained
and compared with the experimental force data.
Figure 2-12 (a-e) showed the comparison between the calculated vdW force and the
experimental data for glass beads, polystyrene beads, lactose DCL1 1, lactose DCL22 and
MCC. For each of the five different materials, the cohesion forces of 7-10 particles were
measured by the AFM under dry nitrogen environment and the pull-off force was expected to
be inter-particle van der Waals force predominantly. As described in the section 2.4, the
theoretical van der Waals force was calculated from the force model, in which the distance
between the two contacting particles was 0.4nm. It can be seen that most of the experimental
data points fell within the error bar of the corresponding calculated force and about one third
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Figure 2-12 Comparison between calculated vdW force and experimental data:
(a) glass beads; (b) polystyrene beads; (c) lactose DCL11; (d) lactose DCL22; (e) MCC
To simplify the problem, in the proposed van der Waals force model, the surface asperity
shape was assumed to be oblate hemispheroids with the center located on the planar surface;
the particle shape was assumed to be spherical; the contact area was estimated from Hertz's
theory for elastic deformation without taking account of surface roughness effect; and the
distribution of surface asperities was determined from the randomized modeling process
instead of physical measurements. All of these assumptions and simplifications led to the
discrepancy between the calculated force value and the experimental data.
Figure 2-13 is an assembly of all measured vdW force data. The solid blue line represents the
average value of the calculated force value, and the two dash blue lines correspond to ±15%
error of the average calculated force value. Most of the experimental data points were within
this range and agreed very well with the calculated value. This indicates that the proposed
model is capable of predicting the magnitude of the actual van der Waals force interaction





Figure 2-13 Comparison between the experimental data and
the average of the calculated forces (inset: a close look at lower force region)
2.5.2 Parametric study based on the modeling results
In addition to its application in estimating the vdW interaction force between two particles,
the particle simulation method enabled us to explore the correlation between the particle
characteristics and the particle interaction force. There are many particle characteristic
variables which may affect the particle interaction, such as particle size, asperity size and
distribution, asperity height and distribution, and asperity fractional coverage on the particle
surface. With the aid of the simulation, we are able to study the sensitivity of the vdW force to
each specific particle characteristic parameter by setting other variables constant values in the
code. As stated above, each reported force value was the average of thirty repeated
simulations with respect of one set of particle characteristic parameters. This provides an
opportunity for exploring the effect of material property specification on particle interaction.
The first particle characteristic to be investigated is particle size. Given the average asperity
diameter of 500 nm, with particle size varying from 5 pm to 160 pm while other parameters
kept constant, the vdW force between two rough particles was found to be apparently
independent of the particle diameter, as shown in Figure 2-14. The same trend was observed
when the average asperity diameter was set to 700 nm, but the average van der Waals force
increased.
Figure 2-14 Calculated vdW force vs. particle diameter
This result is distinctive from the traditional Hertz's theory, which states that the vdW force is
proportional to the particle diameter for two particles with smooth surfaces in contact with
each other. It implies that for micron-sized particles with nanoscale roughness, the asperity-
asperity interaction contribution plays a dominant role in the vdW force, in contrast to the
surface-surface interaction. Therefore not surprisingly, it is the asperity size rather than the
particle size that will influence the interaction. When the two particles are in contact, it is
actually the asperities that are in contact and in many cases there is multiple-asperity contact.
As seen from Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15, the vdW force increases with the increase of the
asperity diameter.
Figure 2-15 Calculated vdW force vs. asperity diameter
Another critical parameter affecting the vdW force is the asperity height, represented by the
root-mean-square surface roughness value (RMS). It shows in Figure 2-16 that the vdW force
is inversely proportional to the asperity height and again, increases with the asperity radius.
Meanwhile, it is also found that when the surface asperity has more heterogeneous
distribution, i.e. when the standard deviation of the asperity height increases, the vdW force
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Figure 2-16 Calculated vdW force vs. asperity height
Figure 2-17 Calculated vdW force vs. standard deviation of asperity height
In addition to the asperity features, the vdW force also is affected by the asperity density on
the particle surface, the Hamaker constant and the contact area. The simulation results
indicates that the vdW force is linearly proportional to the Hamaker constant and also
positively correlated with the asperity density and the contact area, as shown in Figure 2-18-
Figure 2-20.
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Figure 2-20 Calculated vdW force vs. radius of contact area
To summarize, for the particles with nanoscale roughness, the surface morphology has a
significant effect on the van der Waals interaction forces. Given a set of surface
morphological parameters, such as particle diameter, asperity radius, height and fractional
coverage, etc., the vdW force between two single rough particles can be predicted by the
surface element integration method. The calculated force value agrees well with the
experimental results. In addition, from the parametric study based on the proposed van der
Waals force model, it is found that the vdW force for rough particles is independent of the
particle size at a certain size range. The key parameters which influence the vdW force are the
asperity radius and height. The larger the asperity radius, the higher the vdW force is. The
force is inversely proportional to the root-mean-square asperity height (RMS), and decreases
as the asperity height distribution gets wider. Meanwhile, it is also positively correlated with
the asperity density, the Hamaker constant and the contact area.
2.6 Discussions
Pharmaceutical powder particles normally are well covered by asperities. Because of the
sensitivity of the van der Waals force to the surface geometry in the immediate neighborhood
of the contact region, it is preferable to have the detailed surface features of any particle in the
contact region identified in order to obtain an accurate prediction of the magnitude of inter-
particle adhesion force.
It is validated in this study that the effective asperity diameter rather than the particle diameter
is the crucial parameter to determine the vdW force in the presence of this roughness. As a
result, the attractive force resulting from single asperity contact is much smaller than that
between two ideally smooth particles. On the other hand, two rough particles adhering to each
other usually have more than one point of contact where their asperities meet. Thus the force
may be elevated somewhat by an increase in the number of contact pints. Determining the net
asperity effect requires characterization of the three-dimensional surface asperity features
over the contact region, a task which is time consuming given the fact that no two powder
particles have the same detailed surface morphology. The proposed model allows us to
simulate as many contact surface geometries as necessary to achieve a statistical distribution
of inter-particle van der Waals force. A lot of the tedious AFM surface characterization and
force measurement can therefore be skipped.
Another factor to be considered is the surface change that takes place with processing. Due to
the frictions and collisions between particles, especially for mixing process with intensive
shear force, the attrition will occur to smooth out surface roughness of particles to some
extent. To use the model to predict the effect of surface attrition on inter-particle vdW force
will facilitate us to understand dynamics of powder flow behavior.
One limitation of the model is that particles in the simulation were assumed to be spherical or
close to spherical. In fact, the effect of particle surface roughness on adhesion becomes more
complex when the particle shape factor is taken into account. If interacting particles are
angular or irregular in shape, physical inter-locking and/or mutual abrasion may take place,
leading to change in surface morphologies. Mathematical models applicable for interactions
of particles of any arbitrary shapes are desired in further studies.
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3 Electrostatic Force
3.1 Introduction
Most pharmaceutical powders are dielectric materials in nature and often are unavoidably
charged during processing due to inter-particle and particle-wall collisions. The electrostatic
force originated from the electrostatic charges is an important force component contributing
to particle cohesion interactions.
When two dissimilar materials make and then break contact, charge transfer from one of the
materials to the other occurs due to the difference in the work functions between the materials.
Work function is defined as the minimum energy required to extract the weakest bound
electron from a particle surface to infinity. For charge transfer of insulator/insulator contact to
occurelectron donor or acceptor sites must exist at or near the insulator surface.
Basically there are three types of attractive electrostatic forcesl'1 : (1) Coulombic forces
between particles of opposite charge, (2) polarization (image charge) forces between charged
and induction-charged particles, and (3) electrostatic forces caused by contact potential
differences because of different work functions. The last type of electrostatic force only
occurs when two dissimilar and electrically conductive materials come into contact and a net
flow of electrons arises. The electrostatic interactions between dielectric materials are usually
described by the first two types. For insulators of any distance apart the electrostatic force can
be calculated using Coulomb's formula as follows :21
1. Coulombic force
F= 22  (3.1-1)
41isoZ02
2. Image charge force
F = q (3.1-2)
4;c60 ,.(dP +2ZO
where qj and q2 are the charges of the two particles in contact, co is the dielectric constant of
free space, C, is the dielectric constant of the medium, dp is the diameter of the particle and Zo
the distance between the two charges.
Electrostatic charging due to triboelectrification is a stochastic and complicated process. Both
polarities may arise randomly via charge exchange every time a particle makes contact with
another. The electrostatic behavior is determined by both the intrinsic properties of
materials/container surfaces and the external factors such as ambient relative humidity and the
intensity and frequency of inter-particle collisions. Lots of work has been done in identifying
various factors which affect the charging process. A summary of the most important particle
properties of concern is given below:
1) Particle size and size distribution; Generally speaking, the work functions of large
particles of a specific material will be lower than smaller particles and electron
transfer from larger to smaller particles is favorable. Trigwell 1 and Cartwright4 1 et al.
found from their studies that fine particles tended to charge negatively while larger
particles got positively charged. Thus a wide particle size distribution often resulted in
bi-polar charging. In Murtomaa's experiments, charges were found always to be
positive for samples of homogeneous particle size distribution 5'6]
2) Relative permittivity or dielectric constant of the materials in contact; Materials
having low values of permittivity (-2) tend to be electron acceptors and thus charge
negatively when contacted by materials higher in the permittivity 7 ]. The dielectric
constants of materials used in this research were found in literature and are listed in
Table 3-1 for comparison.
3) Surface morphology; The rougher particles may acquire less surface charges due to
the reduced surface contact area. However the charges concentrated on the peaks of
asperities may cause a nonuniform distribution of surface charges and a high-localized
electric field which results in a regional high interparticle force1 . In contrast,
homogeneous particle morphology show a good reproducibility in their specific
charges 5 ' 6]
4) Surface composition or surface contamination of the material; for example, amino and
hydroxyl group on the surface are usually electron donors while carbonyl and halogen
group are electron acceptors. As mentioned later, water molecule absorbed on the
surface sometimes also changed the charging behavior significantly.
Table 3-1 Dielectric constants of materials used in research
5) Crystallinity of the material; Samples of high crystallinity show a good reproducibility
in their specific charges, whereas amorphous samples tend to acquire higher charge in
virtue of their larger surface area 5 '6 .
6) Moisture sorption properties of particle materials. Generally the charge retention can
be reduced by increasing the moisture to enhance the conductivity. Nonetheless
experimental evidence showed that increase in moisture could increase, decrease, or
have no effect on the charging of solids, depending on the moisture sorption properties
of particle materials. For low hygroscopic materials such as lactose, the charge
variation with relative humidity is not obvious, while for highly hygroscopic materials,











In practice, the electrostatic charge is very difficult to measure and even more difficult to
predict. The measurement and the modeling of electrostatic charges and electrostatic forces
between particles will be presented in the following sections.
3.2 Measurement of surface charge and charge distribution
Measurement of triboelectrification is difficult and poorly reproducible for several reasons.
First of all, being a very surface sensitive process, charge generation and transfer may vary as
a result of heterogeneity of physical/chemical properties of material surface. Even for the
different samples of nominally the same material, the triboelectric behavior may be quite
different due to surface impurity . Secondly, charge propensity depends heavily on the
contact history in which the contact pressure, area, time and frequency are usually unknown
and difficult to quantify. Thirdly, the collision event of powder particles is usually of very
short duration so that there is insufficient time for the charge transfer process to attain
equilibrium.
Methods of electrostatic charge measurement are referred to as two kinds: static and dynamic.
The typical static measurement of particle charge is the Faraday Cage, also called Faraday
Pail or Faraday Cup. When charged particles pass through a Faraday Cage, an induced charge
will be developed. Particle charge and induced charge will be equal and opposite according to
Gauss' theorem. By connecting the Faraday Cage to an electrometer, the amount of charge
can be detected. The main drawback of this method is that only net charge of a population of
particles can be measured without indicating the portions of powders of different polarities.
Nonetheless, Faraday cup is still commonly used for quantifying electrostatic interactions in
pharmaceutical solid systems[13 , 14] and processes such as spray drying 51 due to its quick and
easy operation. Other static techniques include vertical cascade array Faraday pail sensors to
measure bipolar charge in polydisperse powders[15] and electrical low-pressure impaction to
characterize electrostatic charge of pharmaceutical aerosols 161 .
In contrast to the static measurement, the dynamic approaches measure the electrical mobility
of particles instead of the absolute charges. One method is to measure the dynamic movement
of charged particles in a high electric field and relate the velocity of the particles to their
electrostatic charge. The typical instruments used are different types of electric mobility
analyzers, including recently developed electrostatic spectrometer[". Similarly, in the
application of the electrostatic charge separator 18 3 and the Bipolar Charge Measurement
System (BCMS)11 93, the external electric field is applied between two electrode plates and the
particles are separated and collected on the two electrode plates based on their polarities. The
charge-to-mass ratios for both positively and negatively charged powder fractions are
measured accordingly. Another approach is to measure the phase-lag and the amplitude ratio
of the oscillation of the particle with respect to an AC electric drive at a certain frequency.
The device developed based on this principle is called Electronic Single Particle Aerodynamic
Relaxation Time (E-SPART) analyzer, which allows the real-time analysis of size and charge
distribution of airborn particles on a single-particle basis"11 . The main disadvantages of these
methods are the long sampling time, the high electric field required and the particle size
constraints.
Although a number of devices have been developed for the electrostatic charge measurement,
no single device or system has been well accepted to be widely used, nor can any of them
characterize the detailed charge distribution on individual particles. In our study charging
properties of both bulk powders and individual particles were investigated by multiple
techniques.
3.2.1 Charge measurement on bulk powders
In our experiments, lactose powders first were sieved into four different size groups. The
narrowed particle size distribution helped improve the reproducibility of the measurement and
reduce the data variance. Each group was loaded into a rotating stainless steel blender. Every
two to five minutes a small amount of sample powders were taken out from the paused
blender using a grounded spatula. The electrostatic charges of sample powders were measured
by the Faraday cup technique (Model 210-HS system, Trek Inc., USA) and the mass was
weighed (Model AX-105, Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). The charge to mass ratio of lactose
powders was calculated subsequently. Likewise the charging property of MCC powders was
measured in the same way. The Q/m ratio variations with blending time of both powders were
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Figure 3-1 Electrostatic charge build-up with the blending time for lactose particles
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Figure 3-2 Electrostatic charge build-up with the blending time for MCC particles
It is seen that the charge-to-mass ratio of the powder samples increased with the blending time
and then attained a saturated value or decayed to some extent after a certain period of time,
suggesting that electrostatic charge generation, accumulation and dissipation take place
simultaneously during the blending process. It also was found that the Q/m ratio of particles
increases with the particle size when the particle size is relatively small. However when the
particle size is beyond 180 pm, the Q/m ratio went down to the level as low as observed for
the particle group of the smallest size. A similar trend was observed in Rowley's work[ 1]. A
possible reason for this phenomenon is that, when particle size is very small, particles tend to
adhere on the equipment surface, while when particle size is relatively large, the absolute
number of particles in the unit mass is fewer than particle groups of smaller size. In both cases,
the chances of particle contact and collision is reduced, which results in a lower Q/m value.
Another interesting phenomenon observed in the experiments is that the lactose particles tend
to carry negative charges varying from -0.6 nC/g to -3 nC/g, while the MCC particles tend to
gain lower positive charges of 0.4-1.4 nC/g. A full explanation for this difference cannot be
given unless an in-depth investigation on charging mechanism is carried out in further studies.
In a word, the triboelectrification of powders in process is a complex problem which is
affected by material properties, contact surface properties and many other factors. As a
consequence, charge measurement of bulk powders often shows a poor reproducibility if
without a tight control of the material and the environmental conditions. For this reason, it is
not surprising to see that some conclusions on electrostatic charging are inconsistent or even
contradictory to previous studies.
3.2.2 Charge measurement on single particles
As mentioned earlier, the Q/m ratio measured with Faraday cup only reflects the net charges
of a powder population. To quantify electrostatic interactions between individual particles, it
is desirable to understand electrostatic charging behavior of a single particle. Mapping
electrostatic charge distribution on a single particle gives us some insightful information.
In the experiments, surface potential imaging was carried out on a single lactose particle using
electric force microscopy (EFM). The EFM used in the experiments was an atomic force
microscopy (Dimension 3100, Veeco Instrument, USA) equipped with the Extender
Electronics Module. During the measurement, a voltage of 6 Volts was applied to a
conductive magnetic coated probe (MESP, Veeco Probes, USA), and the particle to be
measured was fixed on a grounded sample plate using a conductive tape. The charged tip first
scanned the particle surface under the Tapping mode and topographical data was obtained
from this first pass. The tip then ascends to lift scan height and a second scan performed while
maintaining a constant separation between the tip and local surface topography. Since the
oscillating force on the cantilever depends on the product of the ac drive voltage and the dc
voltage difference between the tip and the sample, the Extender Electronics Module uses this
fact to adjust the dc voltage on the tip till the oscillation amplitude becomes zero. The local
surface potential of the particle is thus determined in this way.
Figure 3-3 shows the height image and the surface potential image of a lactose particle
obtained from the EFM measurement. Since the surface potential varies with the magnitude of
surface charges, the surface potential image demonstrated the surface charge distribution
intuitively. Unfortunately, because the system was not calibrated on a sample at a known
voltage, the absolute surface potential or surface charge values cannot be calculated from the
measurement. Interestingly, the higher potential level was observed to coincide primarily with
protruded topographical features, which implied that the surface charge distribution may be
affected by the surface topography predominantly. This correlation between surface potential
image and the height image was also addressed in Machowski's workE201. As pointed out in
Yurteri's workE11 , When two particles with surface asperities contact with each other, the
generated electrostatic charges tend to concentrate on the peaks of asperities, causing a
nonuniform surface charge distribution. The EFM images confirmed the heterogeneity of
surface charge distribution and its correlation with the surface morphological heterogeneity.
Figure 3-3 The height image (top) and the surface potential image (bottom)
of lactose particle obtained from the EFM
3.3 Measurement of inter-particle electrostatic force
In addition to the charge measurements, application of AFM for the quantification of the
electrostatic force between individual particles became popular in recent years. As early as in
1990, Hao and his colleagues 2 1 ] measured the electrostatic force between a tip and a graphite
surface in an AFM, with an applied voltage on the AFM tip. Similarly in Mizes' work1221, a
transparent electrode was placed above the AFM cantilever and an electric field was applied
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across a particle. The adhesion force change as a function of the electric field strength was
examined. However, the voltage applied on the tip may create artifacts in the surface charge
distribution and make measured electrostatic force excessively large. Alternatively,
electrostatic force interaction was identified from noncontact force gradient data by measuring
the amplitude of an oscillating cantilever as a function of driving frequency 233 . The method is
not widely used because of the complexity of converting amplitude vs. frequency data to the
more intuitive force vs. distance data.
In our work, the AFM force measurement was carried out between two single particles as
described in Section 1.3. No external electrical field or voltages were applied during the
measurement. The relative humidity inside the AFM chamber was kept low by dry nitrogen
gas to avoid charge dissipation. Since van der Waals force is always present in particle
interactions, it is impossible to quantify the magnitude of electrostatic force directly from the
force curve. However, the presence of surface charges, if high enough, will affect the shape of
the force curve significantly. A typical AFM force curve for particles carrying charges is
shown in Figure 3-4. When the tip-sample distance is beyond a few nanometers, the effect of
van der Waals force becomes negligible. The change of cohesion force as a function of the
tip-sample distance in the longer range is attributed mainly to electrostatic force between the
particles. By using appropriate models to fit the force curve, the magnitude of electrostatic
charge and electrostatic force can be determined. The modeling work of inter-particle
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Figure 3-4 AFM Force curve of a lactose particle carrying surface charges brought into contact with
another single lactose particle adhered on the silicon nitride cantilever
3.4 Modeling of inter-particle electrostatic force
3.4.1 Introduction
Coulomb's law is the established fundamental law for electrostatic interactions. Therefore, if
we know or predict the amount of charge generated on a particle, we can determine the
electrostatic force working on the particle, and vice versa. With this knowledge at hand, we
may conduct a better control on electrostatic force. As described in Section 1.2 and 1.3,
electrostatic force between single particles is not separable from the van der Waals force in
the AFM force measurement. Besides, no absolute value of surface charges but the average
net charges of assembles of particles and relative surface charge distribution can be obtained
via the experimental approaches. Under such circumstances, the aid of appropriate
mathematical models turned out to be an effective way to explore the relationship between
electrostatic force and particle properties such as particle size, surface charges, dielectric
constant of the particle material and the distance between the two contacting particles.
Up to now, a lot of models have been developed to describe electrostatic interactions. Some





linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation[24], finite element method 25, 26], and Laplace's
equation representing the potential distribution 7 . Most of them are very complicated
algorithms and only applicable to contact of an insulating particle to a conducting substrate
rather than two dielectric particles in contact. In this case, a more widely used approach called
the method of image charge was applied in our modeling work for its simplicity.
The method of image charge is a basic problem-solving tool in electrostatics. In terms of a
problem of one or more point charges in the presence of boundary surfaces, the required
boundary conditions can be simulated by some imaginary image charge suitably placed
external to the region of interest. By solving the potential equations with given geometry, the
magnitude of image charge can be determined. The derivation and the application of this
method is described in many classic textbooks[28,293 in detail and is not addressed here.
The electrostatic force between a spherical alumina particle and a flat alumina substrate was
studied with the image charge method by Zhou and his coworkerst303. Although the proposed
model is based on conducting metal materials instead of dielectric ones, one thing of interest
to our study is the point charge approximation in his work, i.e. the charge distribution on the
particles was approximated by a point charge in the vicinity of the contact surface and a mean
point charge in the center of the particle, and the total force was represented as the sum of the
image forces introduced by these two point charges.
In Burnham's work, electrostatic force was called patch charge force to reflect the non-
uniform distribution of electrostatic charges. The AFM tip and the graphite surface were
modeled as an insulating sphere and an infinite flat substrate. Based on image charge method
and Coulomb's law, the electrostatic force was expressed as[313:
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where D is the distance between tip and sample, Qt and Q, are the charges on the tip and the
sample, Sz,e 2 and e are the relative dielectric constants of tip, sample and medium,
respectively. Z, A and B are the fitting parameters representing the distances of fields. As seen
from equation (3.4-1), the first term in the equation, which is due to the interaction of Qt and
its image, always is attractive. As D is decreased, the first term increased in magnitude faster
than the second term, and the net force becomes attractive.
A few years later, Guerret-Piecourt et all323 simplified the aforementioned model for two
similar materials with same dielectric constant in the form of:
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Although developed for the case of a sphere contacting with an infinite flat plate, the models
enlightened us to extend the application of the method of image charges to model electrostatic
force between two dielectric spheres. The details are described in the next section.
3.4.2 Modeling of electrostatic force between two dielectric particles
When the method of image charge was applied to model the electrostatic force between two
interacting charged dielectric particles, several assumptions were made to simplify the
problem: Firstly, the particles were regarded as ideal smooth spheres because the length scale
of nanometer surface asperities is much smaller than the range of particle distance to be
considered; secondly, it is assumed that the all the charges are distributed only in the contact
area instead of the whole particle surface. Thus the charges on the particle were represented as
a point charge; thirdly, multiple inductions between the spheres were neglected because image
charge is usually much lower than the corresponding original charge.
In the case of a point charge q a distance d away from a dielectric surface, the field of the
point charge q will polarize the dielectric and there will therefore be a surface image charge q,
on the dielectric which affects the field outside. Meanwhile the field within the dielectric is
represented by a second image system, here denoted as a point charge q'. To avoid an infinite
electric field at the boundary, the potential must be the same on either side of the boundary,
which states the first boundary condition. To assure that the normal component of the field be
continuous at the boundary, the gradient of the potential on the normal direction must be the
same on either side of the boundary, which sets for the second boundary condition. By solving
the potential equation based on the two boundary conditions, the positions and the magnitudes
of the image charges q, and q' can be determined.




Figure 3-5 Schematic of point charge method between two dielectric spheres
As illustrated in Figure 3-5, particle 1 carries a point charge Q, a distance A within the
particle surface, particle 2 carries a point charge Q2 a distance B within the surface. The
distance between the two particles is D. Analytical solutions for the image charge induced by
a point charge near to a dielectric sphere has been derived in previous work 31',33'34 and used
directly in our model. The positions and the magnitudes of the image charge Qu,, Q2, and the
induced charge Q, Q2'were obtained as:
Q, = 2 Q. ,2 3 atpositionR,+R 2 +D- 2R2 +D+B 62+C3 B+D+R2
Q, =2 ' , at positionR, - B;
s2 +s2
Q 2, = - R2 ' ,1 -3 , at position 
R ;
R, +D+A 61 +C3 R, +D+A
2Q2Q' ,at position R, + D + A
Where 61,62 and E3 are the dielectric constant of particle 1, particle 2 and the medium,
respectively; R, and R2 are the radius of particle 1 and 2, respectively.
When the two particles are of the same material and placed in air, as in our case,
,6=e2=e=3.68 for lactose particles and s3=1. Also the particle radius Ri=R2=R=100 sum. The
Coulomb forces arisen from the charge pairs QI-Q2, Qi-Qit, Qi-QI', Q2-Q2t, Q2-Q2' can be
obtained based on the Coulomb's law. The electrostatic force between the two particles is the
sum of all the Coulomb forces contributed by the charges and their fields, expressed as:
CQ 2R(R + D + B) 2QQ 2  + 4Q1Q2 /(e +1)
(2R +D+ B) 2 (D+ B) 2  (D+ A + B) 2  (D+ A + B) 2
CQ2R(R + D + A)F =.K  2 ) (3.4-3)(2R+D+A)2 (D+ A)2
+ (D C2 R 2Q1Q2
(2R+D)(R +D+ A)(R+D+B)- R (2R +2D+ A+B)_
where Ke=1/(4;ro)=9x 1012 N-m2/C2, C=(E-1)/(,c+ 1), Q1, Q2, A and B are the four unknown
parameters representing the magnitude and the position of the charges on the two particles.
From the AFM force measurements we captured cohesion force data as a function of the tip-
sample distance. Since van der Waals force is a short-distance force relative to the
electrostatic force, it is negligible when the tip-sample distance is much larger than 0.4 nm.
Therefore, the cohesion force beyond that range can be regarded as mainly contributed from
long-distance electrostatic force. In other words, the electrostatic part of the cohesion force
can be determined from the noncontact part of the force-distance plot. A MATLAB code was
developed to fit the attractive force data in the pre-contact region of the approach force curve
with the electrostatic force model proposed above, and the unknown parameters was
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Figure 3-6 AFM approach force curve fitted by the electrostatic force model
As shown in Figure 3-6, the best fitting parameters were found when the calculated
electrostatic force curve (solid line in red) agreed well with the force curve measured with the
AFM (dot line in blue). The average asperity height is around 100-200 nm, much shorter than
the tip-sample distance of 500-1500 nm. The van der Waals force (solid line in green) in this
range was negligibly low compared to the total cohesion force. The values of fitted
parameters were: Q1=2.05x 10-9 nC, Q2=6.06x 10-6 nC, A=1500 nm and B=1000 nm.
3.4.3 Results and discussion of the electrostatic force modeling
It was found from the values of A and B that both charges were located very close to the
surface area where the two particles come into contact. Similar results were confirmed in
Zhou's work, which stated that the magnitude of the electrostatic interaction force depends
strongly on the local charge distribution in the vicinity of the contact area. In terms of the
values of Q1 and Q2, Qi is three order-of-magnitudes smaller than Q2, which can be explained
by the particular way the experiment was conducted. Particle 1 is the particle adhered on the
tip of the cantilever. It appeared to have much lower surface charges than particle 2 because
its electrostatic charges dissipated to a great extent during the long storage time of the
prepared cantilever prior to the experiments, whereas particle 2 was the sample particle
freshly picked up right before the experiment and insulated from the sample plate using a non-
conductive tape so that a certain amount of electrostatic charges were still retained on the
particle and did not dissipate easily during the force measurement.
The remaining question is whether the fitted charge value is physically meaningful. First of all,
we checked it with the upper limit of surface charge allowed for a single particle. There are
fundamental limits on the maximum amount of charge that can be acquired by a particle of a
given size. For charged solid particles, the maximum charge is reached when the self-
generated field at the surface of a particle meets the value required for spontaneous emission
of electrons from a surface. When this limit is exceeded, the crowding of electrons on the
surface of the particle causes electron to be ejected from the particle by the force of mutual
repulsion. For spherical particles, this limit is[381
d 2 ELQ = L (3.4-4)4Ke
where EL is the surface field strength required for spontaneous emission of electrons, d, is the
diameter of the particle and K,=l/(41reo)=9x 1012 N-m 2/C2.
For negatively charged particles, EL is 9.Ox 108 V/m. For positively charged particles, EL is as
large as 2.1 x 1010 V/m because emitting a positive ion is a more difficult process and requires
a greater surface field strength. Obviously the charge limit is proportional to the surface area
of the particle, as expected. A simple calculation on a particle of 100 pm in diameter indicates
that the maximum charge value is 2.5x I0 4 nC if it is negatively charged and 5.8x10-3 nC if it
is positively charged. The fitted charge values as expected are much lower than this limit.
Second, the fitted value was compared to the charge value measured with the Faraday cup in
our previous experiments. The charge-to-mass ratio of lactose particles was in the range of
0.7-3 nC/g. Given the bulk density of lactose powders is 0.678 g/cm 3, and assume the tested
lactose particles have uniform particle diameter of 100 pm, the electrostatic charge on a single
particle is estimated to be 0.25-1.06x 10-6 nC, which is lower than the fitted value but in the
same magnitude. On the other hand, the surface charge density calculated based on the fitted
charge value is about 1.9x 101 C/m 2. There was no report of the experimentally measured
charge density data of lactose particles for verification. Nevertheless, the reported charge
density of different materials were in the order of magnitude of 10-4 ~ 10-2 C/m 2 [31, 32, 35, 36]
comparable to our results.
Since the fitted surface charge value is reasonable, the model was further utilized to fit the
experimental data collected from the AFM force volume measurement. For one pair of
particles, with the AFM force volume mode, a total of 256 approach force curves and 256
retract force curves were captured for 1 6x 16 spots over the scanning area of 5 x5 m2 in one
measurement. The same fitting process was implemented on all the 256 approach force curves
and a set of fitting parameter values were obtained. The charges on the scanning surface of
particle 1 were found to be in the range of 5.31-7.69x 10~6 nC, while the charge range for
particle 2 was 1.04-2.13 x 10-9 nC. The charge distribution over the scanning area appeared to
be close to the logarithm normal distribution, as shown in Figure 3-7. Coincidently, it was
found in previous work[373 that the cohesion force distribution over a scanning area also
followed a logarithm normal distribution. Comparing the cohesion force distribution and the
surface charge distribution on the same scan area, as seen in Figure 3-8, we found a
correspondence between the surface charge and the cohesion force, i.e. the spot with higher
surface charges overlapped with the spot with higher cohesion forces to some extent. This
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Figure 3-7 Electrostatic charge distribution over the scan area of particle surface
Figure 3-8 Surface map of cohesion force distribution (left) and charge distribution (right)
3.5 Discussions
Electrostatic charge and electrostatic force on pharmaceutical powder particles were studied
by experimental approaches and theoretical modeling. The magnitude of surface charge on a
single particle was quantified to be in the order of 10-6 nC, comparable to the result from
Faraday cup measurements. The surface charge distribution was mapped from both the EFM
surface potential measurement and the modeling results. It showed that surface charge
distribution was affected by the surface morphological heterogeneity and on the other hand,
affected the cohesion force distribution on the particle surface.
With the quantification of electrostatic charges on single particles and the model, the
electrostatic attractive forces between particles of any distance apart can be estimated.
However, in practice the electrostatic charge is mobile on the surface. Charge generation,
transfer and dissipation occur simultaneously and the relative rates of these processes
fluctuate over time. The time dependence of the electrostatic charges was not taken account of
in our model due to the limited sensitivity of experimental apparatus to detect the uncertainty
and variability of the electron transfer process. A further investigation of the dynamics of
electrostatic charges in the future is favorable for better control and prediction of the
electrostatic charging behavior of processed powders.
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4 Capillary Force
4.1 Introduction
The primary adhesion forces for a dry particle on a dry substrate consist of van der Waals and
electrostatic forces. In a humid environment, an additional force plays an important role in
particle adhesions. Because of condensation of water vapor, a liquid bridge forms between
contact interfaces. The forces that arise due to the liquid bridge may be both capillary and
viscous in nature, i.e. static and dynamic, respectivelyE '. The viscous force can be significant
when liquid viscosity is high or particles are approaching each other at high relative
velocities . In our study only the static capillary force is investigated.
Capillary force, also known as meniscus force, has been studied extensively for decades. In
terms of single particle behavior with moisture present, atomic force microscopy has been
used to investigate the effect of relative humidity (RH) on the adhesion properties of metal,
silica and pharmaceutical powder surfaces 37 1 . For bulk powders, the degree of adhesion as a
function of relative humidity was evaluated by the centrifuge detachment techniquef8 10 3.
Observations generally indicated an increase in the adhesion with increased relative humidity.
However, there are conflicting reports in the literature suggesting that adhesion, which was
interactive system-dependent, can increase, decrease or pass through a maximum as the
relative humidity increases" .
The magnitude of capillary force can be changed by altering the amount of water present, the
surface chemistry, or the surface roughness. It was shown that elevated relative humidity can
progressively modified surface topology E13 and cause an increase in the number of contacting
points[1 4], thus leading to a higher adhesion force. In terms of surface chemistry, the adhesion
force was observed to increase uniformly with relative humidity for hydrophilic surfaces
while exhibited no significant RH dependence for the hydrophobic surfaces 15]. The effect of
surface roughness on capillary force was much more complicated. It was stated in Chapter 2
that there is a significant decrease in van der Waals force for surfaces with increased surface
roughness. Likewise, capillary adhesion was substantially lower in the presence of nanoscale
roughness" . In addition, the water meniscus geometry was strongly affected by local surface
curvature 161 and capillary bonding can increase or decrease with roughness at specific
conditions 171 .
The formation and stabilization of the liquid bridge between two surfaces only occurs when
the relative humidity is above a critical value. If the humidity is below the critical value, the
moisture will be present in the form of adsorbed water vapor layer on the surface. The value
of the critical relative humidity is dependent on the capability of physical adsorption of gas
molecules on the surface as well as the surface roughness. A particle with higher BET
constant and/or rougher surfaces tended to have higher critical relative humidity["]8 . The
critical relative humidity was reported to vary from 50% to 80% for varied particulate
systems 19].
In our work, in order to better understand the contribution of the capillary force to the total
particle cohesion, the hygroscopicity of powder particles were analyzed, the cohesion force as
a function of the relative humidity was measured for individual pharmaceutical particles, and
a mathematical model was developed to predict the magnitude of the capillary force. The
details are described in Section 4.2-4.4, respectively.
4.2 Hygroscopicity characterization of excipient powders
Hygroscopicity is the capacity of a substance to attract water molecules from the surrounding
environment through either absorption or adsorption. It is an important powder property
influencing particle cohesion interactions with moisture present. In our experiments the
hygroscopic properties of both lactose and microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) powders were
analyzed by the Dynamic vapor sorption instrument (Surface Measurement Systems, UK).
The sample powders were suspended from an ultra-microbalance inside a chamber. The
mixed saturated and dry carrier nitrogen gas flows over the sample with precise mass flow
control and real time monitoring of water vapor concentration. Once the sorption/desorption
of water vapor molecules gets to equilibrium, the weight change of the powders with respect
to the relative humidity variation inside the chamber was recorded automatically. Figure 4-1
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Figure 4-1 Dynamic vapor sorption curve: (a) lactose DCL11; (b) MCC particles
By comparing the dynamic vapor sorption profile of lactose particles and MCC particles, it
was found that, in the same RH range, the change in the MCC sample weight is as high as
14% while the weight of lactose samples changed only up to 0.08%, suggesting that MCC is
much more hygroscopic than lactose. Therefore, MCC particles are capable of absorbing
more water molecules on the surface than lactose at the same RH conditions.
-
4.3 Measurement of inter-particle capillary force
4.3.1 Experimental
The cohesion forces between individual particles at varied relative humidity were measured
by AFM. The procedures for the tip and sample preparation were the same as described in
Section 2.2. Both the tips and the sample particles were stored in a desiccator where the RH
was kept at 5% with P2 05 as desiccant before the AFM experiments. During the
measurements the AFM was placed in an environmental hood. The hood was connected with
two streams of nitrogen gas, one of which is dry nitrogen and the other going through a water
tank and thus carrying a certain amount of water vapor. The RH inside the hood can be varied
from 0% to 75% by adjusting the ratios of dry and wet N2 flowing into the hood. Every time
the relative humidity was adjusted to a new value, the tip and the sample particle were held
without touching each other inside the hood for two hours to attain the water vapor adsorption
equilibrium as much as possible. Then the cohesion force between the two particles was
measured by the AFM force volume mode. The temperature and the relative humidity inside
the hood were recorded in real time from a digital hygrometer (Traceable®, model 35519-041,
Control Company, USA) inserted into the hood.
4.3.2 Results
The cohesion force variation with relative humidity for different lactose particles were plotted
in Figure 4-2. Interestingly, in spite of being the same material, the variation of the cohesion
force with the increase of the RH showed different trends for different pairs of particles. The
majority of the measured particles appeared to have a slow increase in their cohesion forces in
the low to medium relative humidity range and attain the maximum cohesion forces at the
relative humidity higher than 45%, as seen in Figure 4-2(a). It implied that the critical relative
humidity for lactose powders is in the range of 45-60%, where the complete liquid bridge was
formed between particle surfaces and the capillary force became dominant over the van der
Waals force. Compared to the cohesion force at the lowest RH, which was expected to be van
der Waals force predominantly, the increase in the cohesion force due to the presence of
capillary force was 17-60 nN, accounting for 20-50% of the total cohesion force. In contrast,
a few particles had no obvious change in the cohesion force till the relative humidity was
higher than 60%, when the cohesion force showed a steep increase, shown in Figure 4-2(b).
For a few other particles, the peak cohesion forces were unusually observed at the relative
humidity lower than 40% (see Figure 4-2(c)), plausibly due to the surface contamination or
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Figure 4-2 Cohesion force variation with the relative humidity for different lactose particles
The same experiments were conducted for microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) particles. The
results are shown in Figure 4-3. Because of the high hygroscopicity of MCC, the cohesion
force can increase significantly up to 50-100 nN at a low to medium relative humidity range,
i.e., the critical RH value of MCC particles is lower than for lactose particles . Similarly as
lactose curves, the trends of the cohesion force variation with relative humidity were not
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4.3.3 Discussions
In general, it is shown from our experimental results that both lactose and MCC had an
increase in particle cohesion force with the elevation of relative humidity and attained the
maximum cohesion force at a critical relative humidity level. However, the rate of force
increase and the critical RH value were different among individual particles even for the same
material. Excluding the effect of surface chemistry, the observed inconsistency is most likely
attributed to the nanoscale heterogeneity of surface contact geometry. Due to the existence of
surface asperities, the surface curvature and the shape of the liquid meniscus at the contact
region may vary significantly from one particle to another. As proposed by Hooton and his
coworkers 2 0 1, there are three scenarios of surface contact geometry, as shown in Figure 4-4.
For a single asperity contact, there is a clearly defined peak in the humidity profile, whereas
for multiple asperities contact, the peak could be less sharp if the gaps between the asperities
are not filled with moisture. If the asperities have smaller dimensions relative to the surface,
the meniscus is filled within the contact region and the cohesion force increases
monotonically without peak effect. Based on this argument, the humidity profiles for the
majority of particles in our experiments were most likely captured at multiple asperities
contact geometry as described in the second scenario.
(a)
Figure 4-4 The cohesion behaviors corresponding to three scenarios of surface contact geometry[20]
Things may get even more complicated when the dynamics of liquid meniscus formation is
taken account of in interpreting the diversity of the humidity profiles. With the increase of the
RH, the volume of the liquid bridge will increase accordingly. For smooth particles the shape
of the liquid bridge can be well defined at different stages of the growth, as observed in
previous work12 11. However, for particles with rough surfaces, the contact geometry may vary
associated with the liquid bridge formation. As shown in Figure 4-5, when the liquid bridge
first appears at the low RH, the two particles with rough surfaces contact with each other in
single asperities. Then multiple asperities may be involved into the contact region, and finally
the nano-scale contact is replaced by the macro-scale contact in a larger area between two
particles when the RH is sufficiently high. This transition has been discussed in Halsey's
work22 ].
RH
Figure 4-5 Illustration of liquid bridge growth with the elevated relative humidity
In addition to the experiments, modeling work has been implemented to quantitatively
elucidate the dependence of capillary force on particle characteristics and environmental
variables. The details are described in the next section.
4.4 Modeling of inter-particle capillary force
4.4.1 Theory of capillary force
The theory of capillary force has been well established. Generally the liquid meniscus
between the surfaces is assumed to be thermodynamically stable with a well-defined
curvature, as shown in the schematic of sphere-substrate contact in Figure 4-6.
til
Figure 4-6 Schematic of sphere-substrate contact with liquid meniscus present
The capillary force, also known as meniscus force, has two principal components. The first
force component arises from the Laplace pressure across the meniscus, expressed as:
F, = AP r2 (4.4-1)
where r2 is the radius of the liquid neck, AP is the pressure difference across the air-liquid
interface and calculated as:
AP= - (4.4-2)
, r2)
where ris the surface tension of liquid, r, is the radius of curvature of the liquid surface. In
liquid bridges this pressure is constant if the effect of gravity is negligible. If the pressure
within the liquid bridge is less than the external pressure, the Laplace pressure is defined as
positive. The capillary pressure adds to the adhesion. Otherwise the resultant effect is
repulsive.
The second component arises from the vertical component of the surface tension acting along
the meniscus, expressed as:
Fs = 2nr2r (4.4-3)
If liquid is present between the surfaces of two solid bodies, the forces arisen from the surface
tension of the liquid always has an attractive effect on the surfaces of the bodies, and it is
always small compared to the Laplace pressure contribution.
If assuming that the meniscus radius r, is much smaller than the contact radius of the
meniscus r2, the capillary force for perfect sphere-on-substrate geometry can be derived based
on the Laplace-Kelvin theory as[15]:
F = 4xyR cos 0 (4.4-4)
where R is the radius of the sphere, and 0 is the contact angle of liquid on the surface. The RH
dependence vanishes in the equation in this simplified case. A more accurate expression is
derived from the total surface free energy changes with separation. The attractive force
between the sphere and the surface with a separation distance D due to the presence of a





where D is the distance between the two surfaces and d the length of the meniscus immersed
into the surface, as illustrated in Figure 4-6. For two spheres in contact, R is replaced by the
reduced radius (-+ Ij.
(R, R2
The thickness of condensed water vapor film is strongly related to the relative humidity. The
equilibrium radius of the liquid meniscus, rk, can be described by the Kelvin equation:
rk - lnY (4.4-6)R T ln(yr)
where VM is the molar volume of the liquid, y is the surface tension of the liquid, y/ is the
relative humidity, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature. The dependence of rk
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Figure 4-7 Radius of liquid meniscus as a function of relative humidity
It was proposed by Robinovich and his coworkers1 241 that there is certain annulus volume or
dimension, below which, the adsorbed molecules cannot be considered a macroscopic phase
and consequently, no surface tension or capillary force would exist at a humidity less than a
critical value. For ideally smooth solids, the critical radius of the meniscus is approximately I
nm, and the corresponding RH derived from the Kelvin equation is about 35%. Obviously this
value is lower than the critical RH value of 45-60% observed from our experiments, where
the shape of the liquid meniscus may be altered due to the presence of surface asperities of
rough particles.
4.4.2 Capillary force model for two interacting spheres with surface
roughness
Based on the capillary theory, several models have been developed to describe the capillary
force in situations such as the force between two wetted spheres[251 and the force between a
dry sphere and a wet flat substrate 261. However, the surface contact geometry of particles
becomes complicated when the nano-scale surface roughness is taken account in the model.
As discussed in a recent paper by Farshchi-Tabrizi et al 2 , the variation in the asperity height
and shape may change the meniscus force vs. humidity curve dramatically.
To describe the dependence of the capillary force on surface roughness, a model was
suggested by Rabinovich et al[24' 1 1 for contact between an ideally smooth sphere and a
substrate with nanoscale roughness. Based on Rabivinoch's model, we developed a modified
model for the capillary force between two rough particles. To simplify the problem, only
single asperity contact was considered in the model, and the asperity shape was assumed to be
hemispherical. Figure 4-8 illustrates the contact between two hemispherical asperities with
liquid meniscus present.
F1o
Figure 4-8 Schematic illustration of the model for capillary force between two asperities
Assuming that the volume of the liquid annulus is small relative to the particle size and the
contact angle is small(<<1 rad), the expression of the capillary force is derived as:
H
F = 41yR. cos 9[1 - 0 ] (4.4-7)
2rcos9
where Ho is the separation distance between the two hemispheres, when the two surfaces are
in contact, the value of Ho is usually taken as 0.4 nm; r is the radius of the meniscus that can
be calculated by the Kelvin's equation; 9 is the contact angle of the liquid to the surface, for
two particles of different materials, cos 0= COS 1 +COS 02 ; Reg is the reduced radius of the2
two asperities. Referring to Rabinovich's derivation[2 91, it can be correlated to the root-mean-
square (rms) values measured from AFM:
Reff = rr2 1.485rms ,rmS2  (4.4-8)
r + r2 rms, +rms 2
The capillary force is expressed as a function of surface tension, contact angle, surface
roughness and relative humidity in our model.
Assuming that the cohesion force measured by the AFM at the RH close to 0% is totally due
to contribution from the van der Waals force, and the increased cohesion force measured at
the higher RH levels arises from the net capillary force, the capillary force data in the RH
range of 0-80% for 10 individual lactose particles were measured and compared with the
theoretical values calculated from the equation 1.4-7. In the calculation, the rms value of the
particle was obtained from the AFM measurements; the contact angle of water on the lactose
surface was cited130 1 as 300 and the surface tension of water is known to be 0.0728 N/m (at
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Figure 4-9 Comparison between the experimental and theoretical capillary forces of lactose particles
It is not surprising to see large discrepancies between the experimental and the calculated
values. Because the surface contact geometry is oversimplified and the transition from the
water vapor film to the liquid condensation is not considered in the model, the model failed to
depict accurately the capillary force variation at a wide RH range. Nevertheless, the calculated
capillary force has the same order of magnitude as the experimental value and tends to have a
better fit at low to medium RH range. This model can be utilized to provide a rough
estimation of the capillary force between two single particles with rough surfaces.
4.4.3 Sensitivity of capillary force to the surface contact geometry
As mentioned earlier, the capillary force is closely related to the surface contact geometry,
which also affects the local curvature of the liquid bridge. In this section, the sensitivity of
capillary force to the surface contact geometry was investigated theoretically based on
different contact geometry models.
In the first scenario the hemispherical asperity shape at the point of contact was considered, as
shown in Figure 4-10.
Figure 4-10 Surface contact geometry of hemispherical asperites
According to the equation (1 .4-1)-(1 .4-3), the capillary force at the liquid neck is given by:
Where r is the surface tension of water; r1 is the radius of curvature of the liquid surface; r2 is
the radius of the liquid neck.
Assuming that the liquid-vapor interface is circular and the effect of gravity on the liquid
surface is negligible, the radii of the liquid surface curvature and the liquid neck between two
identical solid spheres has been derived in Coughlin's work"31 based on strict geometrical
relationship. The expressions of r; and r2 are given by:
3+ 4kr cos9- -9+8kr cos9 44-0
1= 4k(1+kr cos9)
r2 (4.4-11)1- kr,
where r is the radius of the hemispherical asperity, 6 is the contact angle of water on the
asperity surface, k equals to 2 /rk, rk is the liquid surface radius calculated by the Kelvin's
equation.
Introducing the equations (4.4-9) and (4.4-10) into the equation (4.4-8), the formula for the
capillary force between two spheres was expressed explicitly as a function of contact angle,
surface tension, asperity radius and relative humidity. Based on the AFM image observation,
the asperity radius r was taken as 100 nm, comparable to the surface roughness of lactose
particles. With known contact angle and surface tension values, the dependence of the
capillary force on the relative humidity is exhibited numerically in Figure 4-11. The
calculated capillary force value was 30-40 nN and decreased slightly with the relative
humidity. This coincided well with the capillary force measured at high RH in our
experiments (See Figure 4-9). It is speculated that at a high RH level, the asperities are likely
to be immersed into the liquid volume and therefore the surface contact geometry is close to
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Figure 4-11 Capillary force vs. Relative humidity for spherical asperity contact
In the second case, inspired by Coughlin's modelJ313, the asperities were considered as solids
with boundary function y=px'. With different p and m value, the asperity shape varied, so did
the corresponding capillary force profile. In the modeling the specific p and m value was
given to assure that the simulated asperity has a radius of 1 pm and a height of 200 nm,
comparable to the actual asperity size observed in the AFM experiments. The mathematical
derivation of the analytical expression of the capillary force at this specific contact geometry
was referred to in Coughlin's work 131 and was incorporated in the MATLAB code developed
in our lab. Four different asperity geometries were generated and the capillary force values




Figure 4-12 Surface contact geometry of asperities with boundary function y=px' and the corresponding
capillary force profile: (al-a2) p=0.4 , m=1; (bl-b2) p=500, m=1.5;
(cl-c2) p=8000, m=1.7; (dl-d2) p=14x10", m=3
When m value was 1.5 or 1.7, the asperity shape looked most similar to the actual case and the
magnitude of the resulted cohesion force was close to the experimental value. The trend that
the capillary force increases with relative humidity is consistent with the experimental
observation at low to medium RH region.
When m value was changed to 3, the magnitude of r1, i.e., the radius of curvature of the liquid
surface, was reduced several order of magnitude due to the surface curvature change of the
new asperity geometry. As seen in the equation (4.4-9), with the decrease of ri, the value of
Fe will be increased dramatically. Meanwhile, the decrease of r, makes the value of the
second item in the equation substantially higher than the first one. In other words, the
contribution from the Laplace pressure difference to the capillary force is dominant over that
from the surface tension. Since the pressure difference is reduced at higher RH levels, the
magnitude of Fe is decreased with the elevation of RH, showing an opposite trend as opposed
to the first three cases.
With the modification of the asperity curvature, both the magnitude and the trend of the
capillary force changed dramatically. Combined with the result obtained in the first case, it
indicated that the capillary force is very sensitive to the surface contact geometry when the
particle surface roughness is taken into account.
4.5 Summary
Capillary force plays an important role in particle cohesion interactions with moisture present.
It is a function of the contact angle, surface roughness and the relative humidity. The
experiments showed that the capillary force for both lactose and MCC particles increases with
the elevation of the relative humidity at the low to medium RH range and then decreases
when the RH is higher than the critical point. The critical RH value is dependent on the
hygrosopic properties of the material. MCC is more hygroscopic than lactose, thus it has a
lower critical RH value than lactose. It also is found that different particles of the same
material have distinct capillary force profiles. A single hemispherical asperity contact model
was proposed to simulate the capillary force between two rough particles. The discrepancy
between the calculated capillary force and the experimental data was attributed to the
oversimplification of the surface contact geometry and inadequate knowledge of the dynamics
of liquid bridge formation. A sensitivity analysis on several different asperity contact
geometries showed that the heterogeneity of surface asperities has a great effect on the
capillary force. Although the model fails to predict precisely the capillary force variation over
the full RH range, it allowed a rough estimation of the magnitude of capillary force between
rough particles. In order to improve the predictability of the model, a better way of surface
contact geometry characterization and a thorough understanding of the uncertainties in the
transition from the adsorbed water film to the liquid bridge formation is necessary in the
further investigation.
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5 Relative importance of inter-particle van der Waals
force, capillary force and electrostatic force
5.1 Comparison of the magnitude of theoretical inter-particle force
Van der Waals force, capillary force and electrostatic forces are the three main force
components contributing to inter-particle adhesion interactions. In the previous three chapters
the magnitude of each force component was determined by experimental approaches, the
relationship between each force component and the crucial particle properties was discussed,
and the modeling prediction of each force component was developed. In addition, it is of
interest to explore the relative importance of each force component so as to find out the most
critical parameters to control the inter-particle adhesion interactions.
The magnitude of theoretical inter-particle forces as functions of particle diameter were
compared in previous literatures[1 ,21 and the results are shown in Figure 5-1. Solid lines
indicate maximum force values obtained at perfect smooth contact while dashed lines indicate
asperity-to-plane contact. Several points to note from the graph are:
(1) If perfect smooth contact is assumed, all three inter-particle forces exceed particle
gravity for particles below about 500 pm in diameter; if asperity contact is assumed,
inter-particle forces and particle gravity are comparable for particle sizes of order 100
pm.
(2) If perfect smooth contact is assumed, the capillary force is dominant over the van der
Waals force and electrostatic force, and the electrostatic force is one to two order of
magnitude lower than the other two force components; if asperity contact is assumed,
the capillary force, van der Waals force and electrostatic force are comparable to each
other;
(3) If perfect smooth contact is assumed, the capillary and van der Waals forces increase
in proportion to particle diameter, and the electrostatic force increases in proportion to
the square of particle diameter; if asperity contact is assumed, the capillary and van
der Waals forces are independent of particle diameter.
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Figure 5-1 Comparison of the magnitude of theoretical inter-particle forces for single-point contact
between equal spheres in air (dashed lines indicate asperity-to-plane contact) [21
These results imply that inter-particle forces are affected to a great extent by surface contact
geometry, and it turns out that the theoretical inter-particle forces with respect to the asperity
contact are more appropriate to represent the real cases of inter-particle interactions. All these
findings are consistent with our research results presented in the first few chapters.
In our force models, inter-particle forces were calculated at the scale of asperity size of order
100-1000 nm instead of particle size of order 100 pm. The theoretical force values are in the
order of nanonewtons, in accordance with experimental results. For particles with nanoscale
surface roughness, the calculated van der Waals force spreads in the range of 10-160 nN,
comparable to the calculated capillary force of 20-80 nN. The theoretical electrostatic force
depends heavily on the magnitude of surface charges. Since surface charges are transient and
unstable, the electrostatic force is more difficult to be predicted than the van der Waals and
capillary force. Theoretically it may vary from zero to as high as 104 nN.
Comparison between the magnitude of electrostatic force and that of van der Waals force of
powder particles without adequate constraints is unable to yield definite conclusions. Both
forces are shown to have the possible magnitudes under certain conditions to significantly
influence the behavior of fine powder particles. However the value of both forces for particles
of the same size may vary in a range over one order of magnitude because of varied surface
morphologies or surface charge distribution. Theoretically, because the electrostatic forces are
proportional to the square of particle diameter for the same charge distribution, the van der
Waals forces become relatively more significant as the particle size decreases .
5.2 Comparison of the magnitude of experimentally measured
inter-particle forces
Since the inter-particle forces of measured pharmaceutical particles are mainly controlled by
the microscopic fine structures on the particle surface, they are expected to be relatively
insensitive to the particle size. Based on the experimental measurement results, for excipient
particles (lactose and MCC) with particle sizes of order 100 Pm and asperity sizes of order
100 nm, the van der Waals force varies from 40 nN to 120 nN, and the capillary force ranges
from 30 nN to 90 nN. The electrostatic force is relatively smaller than the other two force
components, varying from a few nN to as high as 60 nN.
The three inter-particle forces were separated from the total adhesion force by controlling the
relative humidity condition during the measurement. The van der Waals force exists all the
time during the particle-particle contact, whereas the capillary force only appears with the
formation of liquid meniscus and the electrostatic force relied on the presence of surface
charges. Therefore, the relative importance of inter-particle forces was discussed in terms of
three types of environmental conditions.
At low relative humidity region (0-20% RH), the contribution of the capillary force to the
total adhesion interaction is negligible. Van der Waals force becomes dominant. In rare cases
when particles carry large amounts of surface charges, the contribution of electrostatic force
also should be taken into account. The total adhesion force is constant over this region.
With the increase of relative humidity, moisture influences the intermolecular forces between
solid particles in humid environment in at least three ways: (a) it may adsorb on the surface
and influence the surface energy, (b) it may alter the surface conductivity and, consequently,
the electrostatic charging of particles; (c) it may condense in the capillary regions contiguous
to the areas of contact. When the thickness of the water layer adsorbed on the particle surface
grows with the relative humidity, the distance between two surfaces reduces, leading to an
increased vdW force. However, on the other hand, with the formation of liquid bridge
between the contact interfaces, the contact regions are no longer acting through air but rather
through liquid. Since the Hamaker constant of a material in air is usually much lower than that
in water [4 , the magnitude of the van der Waals force for solids through water is generally
significantly less than in air. Thus the contribution of the van der Waals force to the adhesion
will decrease to a great extent. Meanwhile, because the dielectric constant of water is 80 times
higher than air, the electrostatic charges decay much faster in humid environment than in dry
air and the electrostatic force correspondingly decreases at medium-to-high relative humidity
conditions. In contrast, the capillary force keeps increasing with the elevated relative humidity.
The rate of increase is dependent on the hygroscopicity of the material and hydrophilicity of
the contact surface.
When the relative humidity is above the critical point (>60%) and the surface contact area is
completely filled with condensed water, the capillary force becomes dominant over the van
der Waals and electrostatic forces. In this region, affected by the decreased pressure
difference on the water-air interface, the capillary force will decrease slightly.
By and large, with the elevation of the relative humidity, the cohesion force will transit from
the vdW force dominant regime to the mixed vdW-capillary regime, and then the capillary
regime, as shown in Figure 5-2. The electrostatic force generally plays a less important role in
particle adhesions than the van der Waals and capillary forces except for some highly charged
particle systems. For example, a previous study[5 1 on the adhesion forces of toner and polymer
particles to aluminum substrates concluded that electrostatic force are usually predominant for
the moderately charged particles on a PTFE substrate at a low relative humidity while the van
der Waals forces are predominant for the moderately charged particles on a metal substrate at






Figure 5-2 Sketch of relative important between van der Waals force, capillary force
and electrostatic force at different relative humidity regions
In industrial practice, most operations are run at medium relative humidity condition. In this
case, both vdW force and capillary force make important contributions to the inter-particle
adhesion interactions. Take the cohesion force data between individual lactose particles
measured at 45% RH as an example. If assuming the van der Waals force measured in dry air
is constant when the relative humidity is lower than the critical RH level, the magnitude of
capillary force at RH of 45% can be estimated from the difference between the total cohesion
force and the vdW force. Table 5-1 lists the total adhesion force, the vdW force and the
capillary force of five pairs of lactose particles measured by the AFM. The ratio of the vdW
force to the capillary force indicated that the magnitudes of the two force components are
comparable to each other at medium RH level.
Table 5-1 Comp h de of the vdW and capillary forces at RH=45%
In a word, when evaluating the inter-particle adhesion forces, the relative importance of the
three force components may be changed for varied particle systems and different
environmental conditions. Generally speaking, the van der Waals force and the capillary force
both play important roles in particle adhesion. In some cases such as highly charged system in
low RH, the contribution of the electrostatic force also requires special consideration. In the
next three chapters, the influences of the three most critical parameters affecting the three
inter-particle force components on the powder blending performance will be discussed. It will
be shown that the van der Waals force, the capillary force and the electrostatic force all have
significant impact on bulk powder flow behavior.
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6 Effect of Surface roughness on powder blending
process
6.1 Introduction
It has been pointed out in the first few chapters that surface roughness is one of the most
crucial particle properties to affect inter-particle cohesion force at the micro-scale level,
especially the van der Waals force. Intuitively, the surface roughness variation is expected to
influence the powder flow behavior at the macro-scale level as well. Previous studies showed
that by modifying the surface morphologies of individual drug particles, the inter-particle
adhesive force can be decreased, leading to a lower angle of repose value or better powder
flowability 11. Similarly, in dry powder inhalation studies, it was found that surface treatment
of lactose carrier particles can reduce the adhesion force of fine drug particle to the lactose
particle surface and enhance the separation of drug particles due to its surface-smoothing
effect[2, 31. In this work, the surface morphologies of lactose particles were modified by a
particle smoothing process with aqueous ethanol solution. The changes in surface roughness
and the inter-particle adhesion forces before and after processing were identified by the
atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique. The effect of surface modification of lactose
particles on bulk powder blending performance was investigated as well.
6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Surface treatment of lactose particles
In these experiments, an effort was made to prepare lactose particles of different surface
morphologies by a process referred to as 'Particle smoothing' method 31 . Approximately 30g
lactose particles (Pharmatose* DCL14, DMV Inc., Netherlands) was added into 200ml 70%
v/v ethanol solutions in a beaker, and the mixture was stirred at the medium speed for 10 min
and then filtered. The processed particles were washed with pure ethanol and dried in air. The
same procedures were repeated to get more surface-modified lactose particles with a different
processing time of 20 and 30 minutes, respectively.
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6.2.2 Surface characterization of lactose particles
Crystallinity of original and processed lactose particles was analyzed by X-ray powder
diffraction. The surface morphological modification was observed qualitatively by the
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM). In the meantime, the surface
roughness of individual particles was measured by the Atomic force Microscopy (AFM) using
a silicon nitride cantilever (spring constant -0.4N/m) under the contact mode and represented
by the root-mean-square (RMS) value.
6.2.3 Measurement of inter-particle adhesion force
For each of four different lactose particle samples, two lactose-adhered cantilevers were
prepared. The spring constant of each cantilever was determined by the Molecular Force
Probe (MFP) beforehand. With the AFM force volume mode, the cantilevers were used to
measure the interactions with a total of 15 individual lactose particles and 15 individual
anhydrous caffeine particles (CAS Number: 58-08-2, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The
inter-particle adhesion forces of lactose with lactose and of lactose with caffeine were
evaluated.
6.2.4 On-line monitoring of blending kinetics of lactose-caffeine system
The blending experiments of lactose as excipient and caffeine as API were conducted in a lab-
scale stainless steel V-type blender (see Figure 6-1). The rotation speed of 10 rpm, the fill
volume of 60% and the API concentration of 5% were kept constant for all the blending
experiments. The lactose and the caffeine powders used in the blending experiments were pre-
sieved to a size range of 90-120 ptm and 40-90 pm, respectively. The blending kinetics were
monitored non-invasively by the light-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique. During the
blending process, the LIF sensor (Honeywell Sensing and Control, Freeport, IL) was
positioned near to the blender sending and receiving light signals through the transparent
quartz window mount on the blender. Since caffeine and lactose have different fluorescence
spectra, by selecting a set of appropriate optical filters (Omega Optical XF-01 filter,
Brattleboro, VT) to control the excitation wavelengths incident on and the emission
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wavelengths reflected back, the concentration variation of caffeine powders with blending
time can be followed in real time.
Figure 6-1 Configuration of lab-scale V-type blender
6.3 Results and discussions
6.3.1 Surface modification of lactose particles
To test if the 'particle smoothing' method with aqueous ethanol solution affects the surface
chemistry or the crystallinity of lactose particles, samples from original lactose particles and
lactose particles processed for 10 min, 20 min and 30 min were analyzed by the X-ray powder
diffraction technique, respectively. The pattern of powder diffraction peaks can be used to
quickly identify materials, and changes in peak width or position can be used to determine
crystal size, purity, and texture. As shown in Figure 6-2, the unprocessed and processed
lactose particles appeared to have similar diffraction spectrum, indicating that no phase
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Figure 6-2 X-ray powder diffraction spectrum of lactose particles (from top to bottom: unprocessed,
processed for 10 min, processed for 20 min and processed for 30 min)
The difference in the surface roughness between original and processed lactose particles was
examined by AFM. The RMS distributions of 15 unprocessed and processed lactose particles
were plotted in Figure 6-3. The mean RMS value for processed lactose particles was reduced
to 80 nm compared to 93nm for original lactose particles. In addition, among the processed
lactose particles, about one quarter of the sample particles have reduced RMS values to 50 nm
and below, while for the unprocessed lactose particles the minimum RMS value is higher than
50 nm. However, due to the limited sample size and the nature of surface heterogeneity of
particle itself, the RMS value shows a wide distribution for both the original and the
processed particles. Statistically there is no significant difference in surface roughness for the
four types of lactose particles. Nonetheless, the surface morphological modification can be
observed directly by the Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM). As shown in
Figure 6-4, the shapes of processed lactose particles were kept about the same as original
particles, while their surface asperities were obviously smoothed out more or less with
dissapperance of protuberances or projections on the particle surfaces. This together with the
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Figure 6-3 RMS frequency distribution of unprocessed and processed lactose particles
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Figure 6-4 ESEM pictures of surface morphologies of lactose particles
(top left: unprocessed lactose; top right: lactose processed for 10 minutes;
bottom left: lactose processed for 20 minutes; bottom right: lactose processed for 30 minutes)
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6.3.2 Evaluation of inter-particle adhesion force
The inter-particle adhesion forces of 15 pairs of lactose particles were measured by the AFM
for each of the four types of lactose samples. As shown in Figure 6-5, the lactose-lactose
cohesion forces of surface-smoothed lactose particles are 1.5-3 times higher than that of
unprocessed lactose particles. Similarly, the lactose-caffeine adhesion forces were also
enhanced for the surface-smoothed lactose particles. This result was consistent with the
theoretical finding in the Chapter 2, which stated that inter-particle van der Waals force
increases with the decrease of surface roughness. Generally particles with smoother surfaces
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Figure 6-5 Cohesion/adhesion force for unprocessed and processed lactose particles
A statistical T-test was conducted on the inter-particle lactose-lactose and lactose-caffeine
adhesion force data and the p values were listed in the Table 6-1 and Table 6-2. If the p value
is smaller than 0.05, the two mean force values to be compared are considered to be
significantly different. It can be seen that the inter-particle lactose-lactose cohesion force and
the inter-particle lactose-caffeine adhesion force of the three groups of processed lactose
particles are all significantly different than those of unprocessed lactose particles. While the
force difference between groups of processed lactose particles are not so significant.
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Table 6-1 p value of statistical T-test for lactose-lactose cohesion force data
0 min 10 min 20 min 30 min
F=23±8 nN F= 92±42 nN F= 57±26 nN F= 41±19 nN
0 min 0 0.001 0.003
10 min 0.021 0.001
20 min 0.106
Table 6-2 p value of statistical T-test for lactose-caffeine adhesion force data
0 min 10 min 20 min 30 min
F=29±11nN F= 39±11 nN F= 38±15 nN F= 38±13 nN
0 min 0.017 0.011 0.044
10 min 0.78 0.815
20 min 0.935
An interesting trend observed from Figure 6-5 is that for the processed lactose particles,
apparently the average inter-particle adhesion force decreased with the processing time. While
data shows no significant difference in surface roughness among three types of processed
lactose particles, it was expected that more surface asperities were smoothed out at longer
processing time. Thus, it was suspected that the surface smoothing may have a trade-off effect
on inter-particle adhesion force. When the asperity size is relatively large, the decrease in
surface roughness will enhance the contact between surfaces and strengthen particle
interaction, whereas as the surface roughness is lower than a certain level, the surface contact
area may be reduced due to less physical interlocking between nano-scale asperities. In that
case particle adhesion interactions will become weaker with the smoothing of the surface, as
observed in our experiments and in some literature.2 31* Further investigation is needed in the
future to elucidate quantitatively the relationship between the surface roughness and the actual
surface contact area.
6.3.3 Evaluation of blending performance of lactose-caffeine system
In the blending experiments caffeine is the fluorescent material to be monitored by the LIF
sensor. Therefore, the LIF signal deviation corresponds to the caffeine concentration variation
within the blender, and its time dependence reflects the blending kinetics of the monitored
system. As shown in Figure 6-6, the LIF signal deviation data was converted to the relative
standard deviation of caffeine concentration, which decays with blending time. It appeared
that the blending curve of unprocessed lactose with caffeine had a lot more fluctuation and
took longer time to the steady state than the processed lactose system. Here a blend is
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considered to have reached homogeneity when a 90% drop in RSD is observed. As a result,
the average time to get to the blend homogeneity for the system of original lactose and 10 min,
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Figure 6-6 Blending kinetic curves of unprocessed and processed lactose mixed with caffeine
The statistical T-test shows that the times to reach blend homogeneity of the three processed
lactose systems are significantly different (p<0.0 5) than that of the unprocessed lactose
system (see Table 6-3). In other words, the surface-smoothed lactose system requires less time
to reach steady state than unprocessed lactose system. There are two plausible reasons to
explain the effect of surface modification on the blending kinetics: first, the increase of inter-
particle adhesion force between excipient and API particles is advantageous for the formation
of an ordered mixture, in which the two different ingredients are held together and stabilized
by inter-particle interactions; second, surface modification may have an effect not only on
inter-particle adhesion force, but also on inter-particle friction force and physical interlocking
in powder flow movement. Smoother particles are expected to have less inter-particle friction
force, which is probably in favor of powder flow. A further study on this topic in the future
work will allow us to better understand the surface smoothing effect on bulk powder flow
behavior.
Table 6-3 p value of statistical T-test for time of blend homogeneity of lactose-caffeine system
0 min 10 min 20 min 30 min
T=8.2±1.2 min T= 2.3±0.8 s T= 4.5± 0.5 s T= 3.0±1.0 s
0 min 0.003 0.019 0.006




Table 6-4 summarizes the surface roughness values, the cohesion/adhesion force values and
the time to get to blending uniformity for both the unprocessed and the surface-smoothed
lactose particles. The unprocessed lactose particles have the highest RMS value, the lowest
lactose-lactose cohesion force, the lowest lactose-caffeine adhesion force, and the longest
time to get to the steady state. In contrast, the lactose particles processed for 10 minutes have
the lowest RMS value, the highest cohesion/adhesion force and the shortest time to get to the
steady state. The other two types of processed lactose particles also are shown to have
decreased surface roughness, increased cohesion/adhesion interaction and the reduced
blending time to get to the blend uniformity compared to the original lactose.
Table 6-4 Surface roughness, cohesion/adhesion force and the time required
Median RMS (nm) 93±28 78±41 79±49 80±37
L-L cohesion (nN) 23±8 92±42 57±26 41±19
L-C cohesion (nN) 29±11 39±11 38±15 38±13
Time to steady state (min) 8.2±1.2 2.3±0.8 4.5±0.5 3.0±1.0
The results suggested that the microscopic particle surface roughness has prominent influence
on the particle interactions as well as the blending behavior of bulk powders. It also implies
that choosing the excipient particles with smoother surfaces may enhance the
cohesion/adhesion forces between particles and facilitate the blending performance by
reducing the time required to get to the blend uniformity.
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7 Effect of electrostatic force on powder blending
process
7.1 Introduction
In pharmaceutical systems, many particle materials are electrically insulating so that the
electrostatic charges will unavoidably be generated and retained in the manufacturing process.
The electrostatic charges of different polarities give rise to attractive or repulsive electrostatic
forces between individual particles. As a result, electrostatic charging may cause the
agglomeration or segregation of particles during powder dispersion, transport and other
handling process. Its effect on powder blending homogeneity is of great interest in our study
and manufacturing.
A lot of work has been done in investigating the effect of electrostatic charge on drug-carrier
interactive system. In Staniforth's work it was found that optimization of the triboelectric
charging conditions may improve the stability of an ordered powder mix. When the drug and
excipient particles carried opposite charges, the mix was less prone to segregation.
Kulvanich and his coworkers found that the total adhesion interaction between drug and
excipient particles decreased with the electrostatic charge decay during the storage[21 . Another
study carried out by Murtomaa and Laine showed that the charging behavior of glucose may
be changed drastically with the addition of lactose particles into the powder flow. Lactose
tended to adhere to the contact surface more easily than glucose, resulting in the electrostatic
separation and the variation of the powder concentration until a steady state of charging was
reached. Further studies on glucose mixing with other pharmaceutical powders such as starch,
dicalcium phosphate and magnesium stearate indicated that appropriate additives can be used
to reduce the static electricity generated in the process E. 4 Rowley also observed the change
in API concentration in dry powder inhalation (DPI) formulations after triboelectrification
with steel and polyamide contact surfaces. The preformulation study on the charge propensity
of API and excipient particles may provide valuable information in the design and
manufacture of pharmaceutical delivery systems[51. Electrostatic charge accumulation caused
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by the interparticulate or particle/wall collision during the pharmaceutical manufacturing
operations also may lead to the contact surface contamination of equipments by charged
particles. The contaminating particles and different cleaning method have significant effects
on the charging behavior of powders and thus introduce variations during the processing.[6]
In this study, three different types of blending experiments were conducted. The first is the
conventional blending process without any control on electrostatic charges. Keeping all the
operational conditions constant, the second blending process was carried out aligned with a
charge neutralization apparatus. The third experiment was to mix excipient and API
components carrying opposite charges well controlled by corona-charging approach. The
blending homogeneity of each blending method was then analyzed to see how the electrostatic
charging will affect the blend quality.
7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Blending process with uncontrolled electrostatic charges
Lactose particles (Pharmatose DCL14, DMV International, Netherlands) were blended with 2
wt% anhydrous caffeine (CAS Number: 58-08-2, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in a
#45mmx2lmm circular stainless steel blender for 30 minutes with constant rotation speed of
10 rpm and fill volume of 40%. 10 samples were taken from different locations of the final
blend using a grounded metal spatula. The sample weight is around 1-1.5g, comparable to the
weight of a tablet dose. The net charge-to-mass ratio of each sample was determined by the
charge-to-mass ratio test system (Model 210-HS, Trek Inc., NY, USA) together with a
balance (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). Subsequently the concentration of caffeine in each
sample was analyzed by the UV spectroscopy. The same experiment was repeated three times
and a total of thirty samples were collected and analyzed.
The same blending experiments were conducted for several other binary systems including
lactose-5% caffeine system, lactose- 10% caffeine system and MCC-5% caffeine system. In
addition, another blending experiment was implemented on the lactose-5% caffeine system
II1
where the pure lactose particles were blended for 1 hour in advance of the addition of caffeine.
Each system has a sample size of 30.
7.2.2 Blending process with electrostatic charge neutralization
In this experimental setup, an air ionizer was connected with the middle of a stainless steel
cylinder blender ($40mmx70mm) by an inserted tube (15mmx30mm). Both ends of the
blender were sealed with a fine stainless steel mesh screen whose nominal screen pore
opening is 20 pm. Lactose and caffeine were pre-sieved to a size range of 90-120 pm and 40-
90 jim, respectively. Therefore ionized air was blown into the blender and out through the
screen during the blending process without causing the loss of powders. The blender
configuration and the experiment set-up is shown as Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2.
Stainless Steel cylindrical
blender
Bipolar Ionized air in
Ionized air out
Stainless steel mesh, 10 pm opening
Figure 7-1 Schematic of rotating blender with ionized air flowing through
The fill volume, the rotation speed and the blending time were fixed at 50%, 10 rpm and 15
minutes, respectively. As the control experiment, blending of lactose with 2 wt% caffeine was
first conducted without turning the ionizer on. Then 10 samples were taken from the final
blend and the caffeine concentration of each sample was analyzed by the UV spectroscopy.
The experiment was repeated three times and a total of thirty samples were analyzed in the
end.
Following the control blending experiments, lactose was mixed with 2 wt% caffeine again
with air ionizer on and all other operating conditions unchanged. The only difference is, to
ensure the charges inside the blender were neutralized sufficiently, the original 15-min
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blending process was segmented as three 5-min blending with 10-minute pause in between for
an extended charge neutralization period. Likewise, the experiment was repeated three times
and a total of 30 samples were analyzed by the UV spectroscopy in the end. The same





Figure 7-2 Experiment setup for the blending with charge neutralization
7.2.3 Blending process with controlled corona charging
As one of the most widely used charging mechanism in industrial practice, corona charging is
applied in our study to charge pharmaceutical particles. The basic mechanism of corona
charging is described as follows. In a strong electrical field with sufficiently high voltage, if
there is enough charge concentrated in a small enough space, individual electrons can be torn
off of air molecules. This process is called ionization, and if it is intense enough, results in the
formation of a region known as a corona. The corona containing free electrons provides a
pathway for current to flow from the charging electrode into the surrounding air. In a negative
corona charging process, free electrons are repelled from the fringes of the corona and
captured by an oxygen molecule to form a negative oxygen ion. In a positive corona, a
nitrogen molecule which has given up an electron will become a positive nitrogen ion. It is
these ions which do the actual charging of powder. Since the particles have a higher dielectric
constant than the air around them, the field will be concentrated near the particles. So the ions
with a net charge will be urged toward the particles and transfer charge to the particle until the
particle reaches the maximum surface charge and begin to repel the incoming ions.
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A self-designed corona charging apparatus was applied in this experiment to make excipient
and API particles carry charges of opposite polarities before the blending. The experiment
setup is shown in
Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4.
Powder feed Air jet nozzle
Dispersion .-
Chamber.
600 pm opening mesh
Charge
Chamber Corona needle electrodes





Figure 7-3 Schematic of corona charging apparatus
The key element of corona charging apparatus consists of a bunch of needle electrodes
(00.5mmx4Omm) which were mount on a 600 pm opening stainless steel sieve and
connected to a high voltage power supply. The polarity and the amount of the charges
generated on the particles were controlled by the high voltage power supply. In our study a
voltage of ±8.0 kV was used to provide the corona electrical field. Dry powders were fed
from the top of the dispersion chamber by an aspirator. The dispersed powders went through
the dispersion chamber, got charged in the charge chamber, and then fell through a grounded
5 mm opening stainless steel mesh 2 cm away from the charge chamber. Finally the charged
particles were deposited on the top of an aluminum sheet at the very bottom. The sheet was
placed on the top of an electronic balance (PE-3000, Mettler, Switzerland) and connected with
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an electrometer (Model 6514, Keithey, USA) so that the weight and the electrostatic charges





High voltage Grounded mesh
power supply Collecting sheet
Balance
Figure 7-4 Experimental setup of corona charging
As the control experiment, lactose was blended with 2 wt% caffeine first without any
charging procedures in a stainless steel blender (040mmx70mm) for 15 minutes. The fill
volume and the rotation speed were fixed at 50% and 10rpm, respectively. The same
experiment was repeated three times. 15 samples were taken from the final blend for each run
of the blending experiments. The caffeine concentration of each sample was tested by the UV
spectrometry (X=274nm, Model 8452A, Hewlett Packard, USA).
In the following experiment, lactose was positively charged in a +8 kV electrical field and
caffeine negatively charged in a -8 kV electrical field. The two charged components were then
mixed together with a caffeine concentration of 2 wt% at the same operation conditions as the
control experiments. The experiment was repeated three times and the sample size was 15 for
each run.
Similarly, the blending procedures were repeated for the lactose-2% caffeine system but with
lactose negatively charged and caffeine positively charged. In addition, the electrostatic-
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charged blending experiments were also implemented for two other binary systems, lactoe-5
wt% caffeine and MCC-2 wt% caffeine.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Blending homogeneity with uncontrolled electrostatic charges
The concentration variation was defined as the error of the actual caffeine concentration of
each sample relative to the target caffeine concentration. Lower concentration variation and
narrower concentration variation distribution correspond to higher blending homogeneity.
For the blending system of lactose-2 wt% caffeine, lactose-5 wt% caffeine and lactose-10
wt% caffeine, the cumulative frequency distribution of the caffeine concentration variations
of 30 samples was plotted with respect to different charge-to-mass ratio ranges in Figure
7-5(a-c), respectively. It appeared that most samples with lower charge-to-mass ratios tend to
have lower concentration variation, implying that the electrostatic charging effect will affect
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Figure 7-5 Concentration variation for lactose-caffeine blend with different charge-to-mass ratio (a) 2
wt% caffeine in blend; (b) 5 wt% caffeine in blend; (c) 10 wt% caffeine in blend
To observe more clearly the dependence of concentration variation on the charge-to-mass
ratio, the concentration variation data of all the 90 samples obtained from 3 sets of lactose-
caffeine blending experiments was sorted and segmented into different groups. The average
concentration variation of each group against the corresponding average charge-to-mass ratio
of this group was plotted in Figure 7-6. It can be seen that there is a positive correlation
between average concentration variation and the average charge-to-mass ratio. The higher the
average charge-to-mass ratio, the higher the average concentration variation is. Accurate
measurement of electrostatic charges is a very challenging task. Not surprisingly, the charge-
to-mass data collected in our experiments showed a large variance due to the limitation of the
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Figure 7-6 Average concentration variation vs. Average charge-to-mass ratio

















Figure 7-7 Concentration variation vs. Charge-to-mass ratio for three different blend system
The similar trend for the lactose-caffeine system was observed for the MCC-5 wt% caffeine
system and premixed lactose-5 wt% caffeine system as well. With the increase of the average
charge-to-mass ratio, the average concentration variation increases, as demonstrated in Figure






electrostatic charge distribution and also a higher concentration variation than the lactose-
caffeine system.
It was observed in the experiments that the powders sticking on the stainless steel surface of
the blender are mostly caffeine particles and their charge-to-mass ratios are much higher than
those of samples inside the blender, partly because particles of smaller particle size (caffeine
powder in our case) tend to be more easily charged than larger particles (lactose particles in
our case). It was suspected that concentration variation within the final blend was partly
caused by the loss of active ingredient to the wall of the blender. In the blending of premixed
lactose with caffeine, lactose has been mixed in the blender for a certain period of time before
the addition of caffeine. it was found that its blend homogeneity was improved slightly
compared to the lactose-caffeine system despite its higher electrostatic charge distribution. A
plausible explanation is that premixing of lactose inside the blender allowed lactose particles
to be charged and adhered to the wall, thus more or less preventing caffeine powders added in
the subsequent step from sticking to the wall. Unfortunately, no experiments have been
carried out in this study to validate this hypothesis due to the limitation of the measuring
approach. Further investigation is necessary in the future to better understand the electrostatic
charging behaviors of different materials during the blending process.
7.3.2 Blending homogeneity with electrostatic charge neutralization
Figure 7-8(a-c) shows the comparison of the frequency distribution of API concentration
variation between the blending with and without charge neutralization for lactose blending
with 2 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt% caffeine.
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Figure 7-8 API concentration variation distribution of blending with and without charge neutralization:
(a) 2% caffeine with lactose; (b) 5% caffeine with lactose; (c) 10% caffeine with lactose
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For all the tested systems, data from blending with charge neutralization showed higher API
concentration variation. To see more clearly the effect of charge neutralization on blend
homogeneity, the cumulative frequency distributions of API concentration variations of all the
90 samples for both the control experiment and the blending with charge neutralization were
plotted in Figure 7-9. Again, blending with charge neutralization has higher API
concentration variation than blending without charge neutralization. In other words, to
eliminate or minimize the charging effect during the blending process does not improve the
blend homogeneity as expected. Instead, the blend homogeneity is reduced.
Figure 7-9 Comparison of blend homogeneity between blending with and without charge neutralization
7.3.3 Blending homogeneity with electrostatic corona charging
To investigate whether the controlled electrostatic charging has any effect on blend
homogeneity, lactose and caffeine carrying opposite charges were mixed and compared to the
control (non-corona charging) blending result. Two cases of corona charging were discussed,
one of which was lactose carrying positive charges and caffeine carrying negative charges, the
other was lactose negatively charged and caffeine positively charged. The cumulative
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wt% caffeine, lactose-5 wt% caffeine and MCC-2 wt% caffeine were shown in Figure 7-10(a-
c).
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Figure 7-10 Comparison of API concentration variation between blending with and without charge
control: (a) 2% caffeine blending with lactose; (b) 5% caffeine blending with lactose;
(c) 2% caffeine blending with MCC
For the lactose-2 wt% caffeine system, when lactose was positively charged and caffeine
negatively charged, the blending homogeneity was improved to a great extent compared to the
non-corona charging system. As seen from the Figure 7-10(a), about 92% of the samples in
the charged blending experiments have the API concentration variation lower than 10%. In
contrast, only two thirds of the samples in the uncharged blending experiments achieved 10%
or less API concentration variation. Similarly, the blend homogeneity of the lactose-5 wt%
caffeine system and the MCC-2 wt% caffeine system were also improved to some extent as a
result of the electrostatic corona charging process, as seen in Figure 7-10(b&c).
Interestingly, it was found that when the charge polarities of excipient and API particles were
switched, with the same operating conditions, the blend homogeneity was only slightly
improved (Figure 7-1Ob) or even reduced (Figure 7-10 a&c) compared to the non-charged




There are three important findings from these experimental results. First, the data showed a
strong correlation between the API concentration variation and the charge-to-mass ratio of
blend samples. Samples with higher Q/M ratios tended to have higher API concentration
variation; second, elimination or minimization of electrostatic charges during the blending
process resulted in a poorer blend homogeneity; thirdly, appropriate electrostatic charging of
excipient and API can improve the blend homogeneity. Based on the statistical analysis result,
the blend homogeneity of the conventional blending process is significantly higher than that
of the blending with charge neutralization and significantly lower than that of the blending
with corona charging process.
The fact that the presence of electrostatic charges may cause particle agglomeration or
segregation has been addressed in the literature[" 01. Particle materials are different in work
functions, particle size, surface morphology and surface chemistry. Thus the amount and
polarity of electrostatic charges generated during the particle-particle and particle-wall
collision vary from one particle to another. Even particles of the same material may carry both
positive and negative charges at the same time. Moreover, as stated in Chapter 3, surface
charge distribution on individual particles is not uniform either. Although lumps or
agglomerates were not observed in our blending experiments, the heterogeneous distribution
of electrostatic charges hinders equal chances of interaction between excipient and API
particles. As a result, content uniformity within the blend is reduced.
On the other hand, electrostatic attractive force between excipient particles and API particles
are desired because it is advantageous for the formation of ordered mixture. It was speculated
that the adverse impact of charge neutralization on blend homogeneity is attributed to the
reduced cohesion interaction between excipient and API particles. With a weaker electrostatic
attractive force bonding particles together, the blend stability is decreased. Because the
current measuring technique does not allow us to measure both the electrostatic charges and
the inter-particle adhesion force in real time, it is difficult to gather reliable data to verify this
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hypothesis. One supportive result was from Kulvanich's study, which showed that
electrostatic charge decay led to reduced particle adhesions2 .
Although uncontrolled electrostatic charging has adverse effect on blend homogeneity, if
charge polarity is controlled appropriately for excipient and API powders during the blending
process, the blend homogeneity and stability can be enhanced because excipient and API
powder particles carrying opposite electrostatic charges tend to attract each other due to the
strong inter-particle electrostatic attraction forces and thus form more stable ordered mixture.
The similar result was addressed in Staniforth's study['].
As mentioned in the previous section, positively-charged excipient and negatively-charged
API resulted in better blend quality. However, when the charge polarity of the two
components were switched in the corona charging process, the blend quality became worse.
One plausible explanation for this phenomenon is the interaction between the corona charging
before the blending and the tribocharging during the blending. Because of the difference in
work functions, excipient particles tend to carry positive charges and API particles negative
charges during the particle-particle collision. When excipient was negatively charged and API
was positively charged by corona electric field, the charging effect was likely to be
compromised by the new opposite charges generated during the blending. Therefore the
'oriented' electrostatic attractive forces between excipient and API cannot be strengthened as
anticipated. It implied to us that in order to take good advantage of electrostatic charging
effect on blending process, further studies need to be done to better understand the complex
charging mechanism, including the electrostatic properties of the raw materials, the
mechanism of charge generation and dissipation, and all the variables and uncertainties in the
electrostatic-charging process.
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8 Effect of relative humidity on powder blending
process
8.1 Introduction
Relative humidity is one of the most important parameters to determine inter-particle capillary
force. The dependence of capillary force on relative humidity has been discussed in Chapter 4.
Inter-particle adhesion interaction usually increases with elevated relative humidity. When
capillary force becomes gradually dominant, bulk powder flow behavior will be affected as a
result. In this study, blending at several different relative humidity levels was conducted to
see how variation in relative humidity will affect powder blend homogeneity.
8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Characterization of moisture sensitivity of particles
Defined as the degree to which the quality of a product is impacted even by minimal uptake of
water vapor, moisture sensitivity reflects material physical or chemical property changes with
varied relative humidity. In our experiments the moisture sensitivity of two excipient
materials, lactose (Pharmatose DCL14, DMV International, Netherlands) and microcrystalline
cellulose (Celphere CP 102, Asahi Kasei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), were characterized by
the critical relative humidity (RH) point at which the surface morphology of particles was
observed to change significantly due to moisture effect. ESEM equipment (FEI/Philips XL30
FEG ESEM, FEI Company, Hillsboro, Oregon) was used to take images of particles at
different RH levels. To control Relative Humidity (RH) inside the ESEM chamber, a cold
stage with a water source was used. After trace amount of the excipient materials were loaded
into the ESEM chamber, the chamber was first pumped to ultrahigh vacuum before the
electron gun was initiated. Once a high vacuum was achieved and electron gun turned on, the
temperature of the cold stage in which the samples were placed was gradually lowered to 1 *C.
By referencing the water phase diagram for the dew point at this temperature, the pressure
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was slowly increased to introduce moisture inside the chamber. The RH was controlled by
traversing the liquid-vapor line in the temperature-pressure phase diagram of water.
8.2.2 Blending with relative humidity control
Two binary blending systems were studied: lactose blending with 2 wt% caffeine and MCC
blending with 2 wt% caffeine. Before blending, both excipient and API powders were stored
in desiccators for at least 24 hours. The relative humidity inside each desiccator was
controlled by desiccants or saturated salt solutions. The selection of types of desiccants or salt
chemicals was referred to Perry's handbook [ll. In our study, for example, the desiccator with
P205 had the RH of 5%; the desiccator with saturated CaCl2 solution had the RH of 30%; and
the desiccator with saturated NaCl solution had the RH of 60%.
All the blending experiments were carried out inside a closed chamber. The RH inside the
chamber was controlled with the same desiccant or saturated salt solutions as used for storage
of excipient and API powders. A lab-scale V-type stainless steel blender was used in the
blending, as shown in Figure 6-1. The rotation speed, fill volume and blending time were
fixed at 10 rpm, 50% and 15 minutes, respectively. After blending, 10 samples were taken
from the final blend and the caffeine concentration of each sample was analyzed by UV
spectroscopy. The same experiment was repeated three times and a total of 30 samples were
collected corresponding to each of the three different RH levels. The exact RH value was
monitored by the hygrometer (Traceable®, model 35519-041, Control Company, USA).
8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Moisture sensitivity of lactose and MCC
The surface morphological change of lactose and MCC particles with relative humidity was
observed under the ESEM. The appearances of lactose and MCC particles at different RH
levels were shown in Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-1 Surface morphologies of lactose at different relative humidity levels under ESEM
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Figure 8-2 Surface morphologies of MCC at different relative humidity levels under ESEM
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The relative humidity increased stepwise from 10% to 70-80% for both lactose and MCC
sample particles. It can be seen clearly from the ESEM pictures that the surface morphologies
of lactose particles became soft and partly melted when the RH was lower than 50%; while
for MCC particles the surface morphologies had no significant changes until the RH level
reaches 60-70%. This difference indicated that lactose is more moisture sensitive than MCC.
8.3.2 Blend homogeneity at different relative humidity level
For lactose-2 wt% caffeine system, the blending experiments were carried out at the RH of
5%, 30% and 57%, respectively, with all other operating conditions unchanged. The
cumulative frequency distributions of caffeine concentration variation obtained at varied RH
levels were shown in Figure 8-4(a). Each curve corresponded to a sample size of 30.
Figure 8-3 Effect of relative humidity on the blend homogeneity for lactose blending with 2 wt% caffeine
Similarly, for MCC-2 wt% caffeine system, the blending experiments were conducted at the
RH of 11%, 35% and 65%, respectively. The cumulative frequency distributions of API
concentration variation at each RH level were displayed in Figure 8-4.
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Figure 8-4 Effect of relative humidity on the blend homogeneity,
(a) lactose blending with 2% caffeine; (b) MCC blending with 2% caffeine
It was found that the lowest API concentration variation or the best blend homogeneity for
lactose-caffeine system was achieved at the medium RH level of 30%. Either decreasing or
increasing the RH level resulted in poorer blend homogeneity. In contrast, the API
concentration variation or the blend homogeneity of MCC-caffeine system did not change
much with the RH variation.
The different behavior between lactose and MCC implied that the RH effect on the blend
homogeneity was system dependent and moisture sensitivity may be a critical particle
property. For materials of higher moisture sensitivity, variation in relative humidity tends to
have more significant effect on blend quality. Too low RH gives rise to sustained electrostatic
charging, whereas too high RH causes particle surface softening and consequently particle
agglomeration. Both have negative effects on blend homogeneity. Tight control in optimized
RH level during powder handling process is favored particularly for moisture sensitive
materials to ensure consistency of desired product quality.
8.4 References
1. Perry's Chemical Engineer's Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1997.
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9 Conclusion and Impact
9.1 Conclusion
A multi-scale analysis methodology was implemented to link the microscopic particle
properties and interactions with the macroscopic powder blending performance. This research
is motivated by the fact that most pharmaceutical blending practices depend heavily on trial
and error and empirical approaches due to an inadequate understanding of blending
mechanism of cohesive fine powder systems. Since dry powder blending is essentially the
sum of mutual interactions between numerous solid particles, a profound investigation of
particle adhesion interaction and its influence on blending results were accomplished
experimentally and theoretically. The materials used in the study are anhydrous caffeine,
lactose monohydrate and micro-crystalline cellulose.
First of all, the critical particle characteristics that affect inter-particle adhesion forces
including van der Waals force, capillary force and electrostatic force were identified. Several
important findings are:
e The magnitude of van der Waals force between particles with rough surfaces is
determined by the nanoscale surface asperity size and density rather than the particle
size. Particles with smoother surfaces tend to have higher van der Waals force. In
addition, materials with higher Hamaker constant and higher elasticity generally have
higher van der Waals force.
e The electrostatic force is a strong function of surface charges. Materials with different
work functions or with different surface properties may carry surface charges of
different polarities and amounts. Surface charge distribution shows a good
correspondence to the surface topographic heterogeneity.
e The capillary force is sensitive to the relative humidity, the hygroscopicity of the
particle material and the surface contact geometry. Generally the capillary force
increases with the elevation of the relative humidity. The rate of increase depends on
the hygroscopicity of the material. Particles with stronger moisture absorption
capability have more significant increase in capillary force at high relative humidity
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levels. Even for the same material, the dependence of the capillary force to the relative
humidity of individual particles may be different from each other due to change in
liquid meniscus curvature resulted from heterogeneous surface contact geometry.
Secondly, the relative importance of the van der Waals, capillary and electrostatic forces
to the total inter-particle adhesion force was evaluated. It was found that the van der
Waals force is the dominant adhesion force at low relative humidity; at medium relative
humidity the magnitudes of the vdW and capillary force are comparable to each other and
both make important contribution to the total particle adhesion. When the relative
humidity is beyond 60%, the capillary force becomes dominant over other force
components. Electrostatic force is usually several orders of magnitude lower than the vdW
and capillary force except for highly charged system in low RH environment. Its
importance becomes less at medium to high relative humidity.
Thirdly, three mathematical force models were established to quantitatively describe the
relationship between each inter-particle adhesion force component and the particle
properties. The van der Waals force model was validated by the experimental data
measured by the atomic force microscopy, while the other two force model allowed us to
estimate the magnitude of the capillary and electrostatic force between two single particles,
despite some discrepancy introduced by the heterogeneity of surface asperity geometry
and the variability of surface charges.
Lastly, the impact of critical particle properties and environmental factors on
pharmaceutical blending homogeneity was discussed. The findings were summarized as
follows:
" When the lactose particles processed by the surface-smoothing method were used
as excipient, blend took shorter time to achieve homogeneity than the unprocessed
lactose system which has rougher surfaces.
* In terms of electrostatic charging effect, the API concentration variation increases
with the charge-to-mass ratio of final blend samples. The charge neutralization
during the blending process had negative effect on blend homogeneity. In contrast,
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when the positively charged excipient was mixed with negatively charged API
powders, the blend homogeneity was greatly improved.
e The effect of relative humidity variation on the blend homogeneity is system-
dependent. For excipients with higher moisture sensitivity such as lactose, best
blend homogeneity was obtained at medium relative humidity; whereas for
excipients with low moisture sensitivity such as MCC, blend homogeneity was not
affected much by the change in relative humidity.
9.2 Impact
The primary contribution of this research is the achievement of a fundamental understanding
of inter-particle adhesion interaction which plays a key role in blending process as well as in
all other solids processing operations. By exploring the qualitative and quantitative
relationship between particle interaction forces and intrinsic particle characteristics, we can
have a better idea of process variance introduced by raw material properties and thus control
the raw material specs to enhance product and process consistency. Meanwhile, we are
capable of predicting particle cohesiveness of different formulations, which provides
additional information for excipient selection in formulation design. Moreover, it builds a
theoretical foundation for engineered particle design to achieve desired particle cohesiveness.
Another contribution of this research is the proposed force models for the van der Waals,
capillary and electrostatic forces. Rather than previous force models based on ideal spherical
particle system, these models are suitable for estimation of cohesion interaction forces of
actual pharmaceutical particles with rough surfaces. Tedious AFM force measurement can be
replaced by model prediction to generate adhesion force data as input parameter in simulating
bulk powder flow behavior.
Last but not least, this research pointed us to opportunities of process improvement. We can
take advantage of the mechanistic knowledge of particle interaction to optimize particle
properties or operating conditions for a more efficient process or better blend quality. In other
words, this research supports FDA PAT initiative for a better process understanding or
'Quality-by-design' instead of 'Quality-by-inspection'.
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10 Future work
Research is all about asking the right questions and figuring out ways to find the answer.
During the course of this work more questions arose, bringing us challenges as well as
opportunities. This research is focused on a fundamental level to answer the questions how
micro-scale particles interact with each other and how to optimize particle interaction for
macro-scale process improvement. In this chapter, future work is suggested to meet the new
challenges and opportunities we came across in this research. The completion of the
suggested work will give us more confidence in predicting, controlling and designing current
blending process and allow us to extend this knowledge to innovative pharmaceutical
manufacturing practice.
10.1 Suggested work in particle characterization
" Particles used in this research were confined to a narrow size range so that the size
effect was minimized. In future studies, systems with wider particle size distribution
should be investigated with respect to sensitivity of blend homogeneity on particle size.
" This research was focused more on excipient particles which are close to spherical in
shape. However, many API crystals have very irregular particle shapes, which make
particle interaction more complicated. An in-depth study on the shape factor in particle
interaction and powder flow will generalize this research to broader pharmaceutical
systems.
" Crystallinity or polymorphism of particle materials is another particle characteristic of
interest in pharmaceutical development. Its effect on particle interaction and powder
flow behavior should be addressed in the future research.
* Surface energy is closely related to particle adhesion interactions. The characterization
of surface energy can be realized easily by inverse gas chromatography (IGC)
technique. It is suggested to explore the correlation between surface energy and
particle adhesion in the future work so that the particle adhesion may be more
conveniently represented by the surface energy of the material.
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* Although electrostatic charging is a common phenomenon in pharmaceutical powder
handling process, there are little data regarding the work functions of varied excipient
and API materials. Besides, the transient and unrepeatable feature of electrostatic
charges adds more difficulty to the measurement of surface charges of pharmaceutical
particles. It is proposed to develop an on-line bipolar charge meter to monitor the
electrostatic charge level during the blending process in the future work. That will
allow us to have a better understanding of charging effect on particle interaction and
blend quality.
10.2 Suggested work in inter-particle force measurement
" The contribution of chemical bond to particle adhesions is ignored in this research. As
a matter of fact, in some special cases, when the existence of hydrophilic/hydrophobic
or other functional groups on interacting surface causes significant change in surface
energy, chemical bond effects deserve further investigation.
* AFM is the primary technique applied in this research for the measurement of inter-
particle adhesion force. However, the data acquisition is quite time consuming and the
sample size is limited. It is suggested that alternative macro-scale force measurement
approaches such as centrifugal detachment method be utilized to collect force data
more rapidly. Besides, the data represents bulk powder adhesion interactions. This
information associated with micro-scale interaction force allows us to evaluate more
accurately the cohesiveness of different powder systems.
10.3 Suggested work in force modeling
* The capillary force model proposed in this research only discussed the simplest case of
single asperity-to-asperity contact geometry. In real cases, the shape and volume of
liquid meniscus between the interfaces may be distorted badly by the heterogeneous
surface asperities. It is proposed to develop more advanced algorithms in the future
work to simulate more complicated cases of surface contact geometry so as to have a
more precise prediction of the capillary force. In addition, the thermodynamics of
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liquid meniscus formation is suggested to be studied in favor of capturing time-
dependence of capillary force.
" The electrostatic force model proposed in this research relies on the curve fitting result
to get surface charge data. As mentioned earlier, direct and real-time measurement of
surface charge is favored in the future to make the electrostatic force model more
applicable and predictable. In addition, a further investigation of charging mechanism
is recommended to get to know the time-dependence of charge generation, transition
and dissipation.
" Since the inter-particle adhesion force is one of the crucial input parameters in the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulation which has been proved to be a powerful
tool to simulate powder flow and small-scale blending performance. Efforts should be
taken to incorporation the inter-particle force models into the DEM package so that the
tedious AFM force data collection can be skipped and the simulation can be run
directly with a given set of particle characteristic parameters.
10.4 Suggested work in innovation of blending process
* All the blending experiments conducted in this research are binary systems consisting
of one type of excipient and one type of API. It is desirable to extend the study to
multi-component systems. That requires more data on particle characteristics of
different excipients and APIs. One possibility is to build a library of physical/chemical
properties of commonly used pharmaceutical ingredients. The data can be exported
directly to the later process simulation.
" All the blending experiments conducted in this research are at lab scale. It is suggested
to scale up blending process in the future work to see whether optimization of particle
characteristics and environmental conditions ends up with better blend quality for
larger scale blending operations.
" A recent trend in the pharmaceutical industry is to transfer batch operations to
continuous manufacturing. The knowledge gained through this research regarding raw
material properties can be applied to facilitate the development of innovative
continuous blending process in the future work.
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* As concluded from this research, appropriate electrostatic charging can improve blend
homogeneity. With similar mechanism, a new blending technique called the
electrodynamic blending was developed by Professor Malay Mazumder. It is
suggested to continue the collaboration with his group in this field in the future and
seek opportunity to transfer the research results to pharmaceutical industrial practices.
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11 Appendix: an example on the application of the
material characterization in industrial practice
In industrial practice, API manufacturing goes through a variety of processes to achieve
desired particle properties. Among them milling is commonly used to reduce the API particle
size to the desired range. During this course the large particle was broken down to smaller
ones at high shear forces. In our study, the AFM and ESEM techniques were applied to
identify the change in the raw material properties from different processing approaches.
Three powder samples were sent to our lab from our sponsor pharmaceutical company
Bristol-Myers Squibb. These three samples are of the same drug substance with same
chemical structure. However they were processed in three different ways, namely wet-mill,
jet-mill and re-slurry jet-mill. In the experiments they were labeled as 'Sample A', 'Sample
B' and 'Sample C', respectively.
Firstly, the surface morphologies of the three sample particles were observed under ESEM.
As shown in the pictures below, the three samples have the similar particle size but distinctive
particle size and surface morphology. Sample A, made by wet-mill, has more regular particle
shape and smoother surface. In contrast, sample B and C have more angular particle shape





Figure 11-1 ESEM pictures of three types of BMS sample particles
In the following AFM force measurements, the inter-particle cohesion forces of 15 pairs of
particles were measured for each of the three samples. The procedures were the same as
described in Chapter 2. The relative humidity was controlled at 49.5% for all the
measurements. The cumulative frequency distribution of inter-particle cohesion force for all
the three samples were illustrated in Figure 2. It was found that Sample A has a higher median
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Figure 11-2 Cumulative frequency distribution of particle cohesion forces for BMS Sample A, B and C
The results show that different processing method may cause the particle morphological
change, thus affecting the particle cohesion interaction and the surface energy of the material.
These variations in raw material properties will later on introduce variance into the processes
and lead to inconsistent product performance such as dissolution profile and bioavailability.
Characterization of raw materials at a microscopic particle level is expected to provide us
additional information in diagnosing and troubleshooting the problems in the manufacturing
processes.
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